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27 February 1967
ALD/ksn

CONFIDENTIAL

Conversation with Vu Van Thai
(former Ambassador of the Republic of Viet-
Nam to the United States), 27 February 1967

1. Concerning Vu Van Thai's replacement as Ambassador in Washington by

Mr. Bui Diem

The Saigon Government discovered that Vu Van Thai was eager to play

a personal role and did not like it. Vu Van Thai acknowledges that he

was trying to play such a role. Both General Ky and General Thieu, for

different reasons, wanted Vu Van Thai to leave the post to Bui Diem, the

main political adviser to General Ky. Only Foreign Minister Tran Van Do

wanted to keep Vu Van Thai in Washington.

Vu Van Thai was offered several posts including that of Economic

Minister, but declined. He prefers to keep his freedom of action at this

stage. (He has an offer from the Brookings Institution,)

2, Concerning the political situation in Saigon
<

The preparation of the constitution and the forthcoming elections have

revived the political life in Saigon. There is an increasingly visible

rivalry between Ky and Thieu, In addition, civilian politicians and some

reformist officers in the army are trying to prevent General Thieu from

giving a constitutional legality to a prolonged military dictatorship.

General Ky may still wish to join these forces or accept a Thieu-Ky ticket.

Of course, there is a close link between the outcome of this political

fight and the prospect for negotiations. An arrangement between Vietnamese

would not be inconceivable with an elected civilian regime. On the other

hand, a military regime would probably be more inclined to continue the

war.

Vu Van Thai believes that, in fey and June, the different elements of

the above situation will come to the fore. At that time, the draft
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constitution will have to be approved or rejected by the military junta

and preparations made for the elections to take place in August or

September.

3« Concerning the situation in Worth Viet-Mam

Vu Van Thai believes that the open rift between China and the USSR

on the one hand, and the cultural revolution in China, on the other, are

creating very serious difficulties in North Viet-Nara. The outcome of the

cultural revolution is unclear but it may result in a serious disorganization

of China's economy, in any case, the economic relations between Worth

Viet-Ham and China are likely to suffer and it is difficult to see how the

USSR could replace China's deliveries. The Haiphong Harbour even in peace-

time could not suffice. Vu Van Thai believes that, after the spring harvest,

the economic options will present themselves more clearly to the Democratic

Republic of Viet-Wam and that serious difficulties might develop in the fall.

Vu Van Thai believes that this is a reason behind the present change

of position on the question of talks. He considers it important that the

offer was made despite China's known opposition to it, and renewed after

China again took a position against any "appeasement" (in a 20 February

"Observer" article in the People's Daily).

However, China's stiffening attitude may cause serious problems in

Hanoi. Hopefully, liiorth Viet-Wam may nevertheless start examining what

possibilities would exist to coexist with a non-communist regime in South

Viet-Nam, develop economic relations with it and accept assistance from

the outside world,

k. Concerning the situation in Washington

Vu Van Thai regrets the recent measures of escalation. In his last

days of office, he had been arguing that Washington should do nothing to

make more difficult a new conciliatory gesture from Hanoi. He thought he

had convinced Harriman and was wondering if certain initiatives were not

deliberately taken on the spot by the army command.

Vu Van Thai sees Johnson as a practical politician, interested mostly

in what he should do tomorrow. Those who argue in favour of a long-term
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objective (for example, facilitating co-existence and new economic relations

between communists and non-communists in Southeast Asia) are at a

disadvantage if they cannot propose immediate action. At this stage,

however, a wait-and-see attitude would have been preferable.

5. Concerning peace negotiations

Vu Van Thai sees what is taking place as the beginning of a dialogue

between Washington and Hanoi. This should be supplemented by a dialogue

between Vietnamese. Such a dialogue would have, as its final objective,

to create conditions which would make possible a departure of the Americans.

That is why developments in the political situation in South Viet-Nam are

so important: it is not impossible to hope that a civilian government

could get enough popular support to envisage discussions with North Viet-

Nam and the Front; a military regime will always need American support.

Vu Van Thai gave as an example the popular reaction in Saigon after the

assassination of Mr. Tran Van Van, a leading civilian politician. Ho

matter who the assassin really was, everyone accused the military junta

of being responsible.
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AFP-085
Djakarta, 15 March 1967

Viet'-Nam

Mr. Adam Malik pointed out today- that during his meeting with

Mr. William Bundy, American Undersecretary of State for Far Eastern

Affairs, he had emphasized that the United States must put an end

to the bombings of North Viet-Nam in order for peace talks to begin.

The Indonesian Minister for Foreign Affairs added he did not

share the American point of view that North Viet-Nam must first show

signs of good will before the bombings are stopped.
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Unofficial Translation from French AD/md

AFP No. 070
Saigon. 21 March On Guam,

..«». One new element may be, though it is no longer a surprise:

upon their return to Saigon the Vietnamese leaders confirmed that

they had declared themselves in favour of the last proposal by the

UN Secretary-General in view of facilitating the access of the

belligerents to the negotiating table. But such an agreement was

all the more easy to obtain, it is said, since Hanoi's refusal is

to be expected.
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Unofficial translation from French

AFP-181

After the publication of the letters exchanged between Johnson andjio__Chi-Mnh

Paris, 23 March (AFP)

The letters exchanged between Presidents Johnson and Ho Chi-Minh, the texts

of which were published yesterday at Hanoi, show that when they want to talk, the

Americans and the Vietnamese have no need of an intermediary. They get in touch

quite directly and in secret, without any official comment being made on the

exchange of letters - this seems to be the general reaction in Paris to the

texts published in Hanoi.

The exchange of letters coincided with Mr. Kosygin's visit to London and,

at the time, considerable importance was attached to the moves made by him and

by the British Prime Minister, Mr. Harold Wilson. But the texts are clear and

it is now apparent that these moves had scarecely any influence in the course

of events. When the belligerants decide to negotiate they will have no further

need of the Russians, the British or the French.

But what is most apparent - people here emphasize - is that that moment

has not come and that the respective positions are more at variance and irreconcil-

able than ever. There therefore seems to be no immediate prospect other than
«&*V

•fche intensification of the war.

So any attempt at mediation at present seems doomed to failure and, in

particular, it is felt that the latest proposals put forward by U Thant, the

Secretary-General of the UN, have not the slightest chance of success. Even
i o 4- 1_p 3.^*f* Or}"! ~\ f^rf "F(*vr*

his earlier proposaTs, vjfiTc?f-^Bprrt?git the cessation of bombing raids on North

Viet-Warn as a prerequisite, evoked scant response at Hanoi, where anything

emanating from the UN is viewed with great suspicion, even if it is a personal

appeal by U Thant. The new proposals, which basically provide for a "freeze"

in the military situation, do not call for the prior cessation of bombings and.

thus come closer to Washington's position, have even less chance of being

accepted by Hanoi.



28 March 1967
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Meeting with Sanford Gottlieb of SANE on 24 March 1967

Mr. Sanford Gottlieb of SANE came to see me on 24 March 1967 to

bring records of his recent interviews with Mr. Mai Van Bo,

Representative of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam in Paris; Mr.

Nguyen Van An, Counsellor of the DRVN Embassy in Algiers; and Mr. Tran

Hoai Nam, Chief of the National Liberation Front Mission in Algiers.

These interviews cover much previously known ground. The

following points may be worth noting;

1. Given the text of Senator Robert Kennedy's speech, Mr. Mai

Van Bo made negative comments on two points: (a) the reference to a

temporary bombing halt; (b) the reference to the United Nations as a

supervisory body. There was no objection to international supervision,

only to the U.N.

2. The North Vietnamese diplomats were extremely curious about

the impact on U.S. opinion of the visit of various delegations to

Hanoi. Mr. Gottlieb's view was that only Mr. Harrison Salisbury's

articles had a serious influence.

3. The NFL representative developed the idea that South Viet-

Nam should remain neutral and include in a coalition government all

the different elements of the society. He said that South Viet-Nam

will accept assistance from all countries and showed interest in the

Mekong project. On reunification, he referred to a gradual process,

taking account of differences between North and South. Like the

North Vietnamese diplomats, he showed interest in contacts with U.S.

delegations and newsmen.

In addition, Mr. Gottlieb said he has been informed that the

American Embassy in Paris was actively contacting Vietnamese emigrants

in France, apparently with a view to preparing a return to civilian

government after the fall elections in South Viet-Nam.
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Mr. Gottlieb also told me that he expressed to his interlocutors

the opinion that, if the war continued at the present level, Mr. Johnson

vould not be re-elected in 1968 (???) Therefore, his assessment was

that the Administration, after a show of force and the restoration of

civilian rule in Saigon, would make a new effort towards negotiations

in the fall (?)

In conclusion, Mr. Gottlieb asked me to transmit to the Secretary-

General, the appreciation of SANE for his efforts for peace.

Alain L. Dangeard
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AFP 162-A-C-D
United Nations, 28 March 1967

REACTIONS U THANT

by Georges Wolff

U Thant has reached a state of anxiety in his aspirations to play

a political role capable of stemming, in some measure, the course of

the war in Viet-Nam toward dangerous proportions and intensity and,
indeed, toward a stage where only the massive use of crude military
power would be the sole decisive element in the conflict.

This anxiety has impelled the Secretary-General of the United Nations
to take, vis-a-vis the Vietnamese problem, a position carrying a nuance

of compromise in comparison to his previous position. This nuance, as
U Thant himself said during his press conference of Tuesday, results

from an attempt to find a middle ground between the intransigent

attitudes manifested in Washington and in Hanoi. In fact, U Thant has

tried to reconcile the insistence of Hanoi on an immediate and

unconditional cessation of the American bombardments of North Viet-Nam
with the reiterated demand of Washington for reciprocal measures on the

part of the adversary in the event of a cessation of bombardments.
Henceforth, the question is: has he the least chance of actual success?

Such is the most current analysis in U.N. diplomatic circles of
the motives which incited U Thant to formulate "new" proposals which
consist essentially in making a sort of synthesis of the first two of
the famous three points to which U Thant, until a month ago, had linked
his name: immediate and unconditional cessation of the bombardments
and de-escalation. These two points are now combined in a "general
stand-still truce". In other words, a "freezing" of military operations
before the holding of preliminary talks; and then a new Geneva conference.

It was characteristic that, during his press conference on Tuesday,

U Thant defended himself, not without an unusual emotion, for having
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aligned his position with that of the Americans in submitting, at least
implicitly, that there should be reciprocity on the part of the North
Vietnamese in the event that the forces of the United States ceased
operations, that is to say, ceased, among other things, the bombardments
of the North, Those who believe such an alignment can be seen assert
that the "freeze" would apply also to infiltrations of North Vietnamese

reinforcements to the Viet Cong in the South; and these are indeed the

infiltrations which seem to cause so much indignation and irritation to

the military and political command of the expeditionary corps ...

In any event, U Thant was indignant against such a reasoning: he

has repeated that the unconditional cessation of bombardments remains

an imperative necessity and could, in a few weeks, lead to negotiations.

But, one wonders if the Secretary-General was convincing. The

prevailing opinion remains among a number of diplomats and observers
at the U.N. that the nuance introduced in the proposals of Mr, Thant
represents a major concession, both strategic and political, to the
American point of view,

U Thant, in his now anxious concern to apply the seal of the U.N,
to an orientation of the war towards a negotiated political denouement,

would seem, according to these observers and diplomats, to have lost

sight of the fact that, for Hanoi, anything which, from near or far,

would be likely to justify the act of war of aggression, which the

American bombardments of an independent and sovereign country constitute,

is absolutely unacceptable ...

In this regard, the haste of the United States to accept the new
proposals of U Thant could be significant. To all appearances, it could
be considered by the Secretary-General as an encouraging success.

In reality, one is inclined to think that it embarrasses him
considerably.
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Hanoi
29 March 1967

Hanoi: After the Declarations of Mr. Thant

Fran AFP correspondent, Jacques Moalic

The latest declarations of Mr. Thant on the Vietnamese problem have

provoked neither comment nor response in Hanoi. For Hanoi, the response

to these declarations is contained in the official statement made Monday

by the Minister for Foreign Affairs to the North Vietnamese news agency

"on the subject of the declarations of Mr. Thant".

On the diplomatic level, North Viet-Nam, it is learned from a reliable

source, had responded as early as 21 March to the Aide-Memoire of the

United Nations Secretary-General. The diplomatic representatives in the

North Vietnamese capital vere informed of the text of the letter from

President Ho Chi Minn to President Johnson at the same time. The response,

it is known, is clear: Hanoi cannot accept the latest proposals of

Mr. Thant which, the North Vietnamese believe, come closer to the views of

the United States since they substitute, as the first point, "reciprocal

de-escalation" for "unconditional cessation of bombardments"»

On this last point, the statement of Monday is unambiguous. "The

United States," it says, "is attacking Viet-Nam. That is why the right vay

to resolve the Vietnamese problem is for the United States to put an end to

its aggression ..« to call the two parties to a cease-fire, to commence

unconditional negotiations at the moment when the United States is taking

serious steps in a military escalation in the two zones of Viet-Nam - this

does not distinguish between the aggressors and the victims of aggression;

this is to wander from reality and demand that the Vietnamese people accept

the conditions of their aggressors".

While the statement noted only the declarations attributed to U Thant

by "sources close to the U.N." or "occidental", the official response of
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North Viet-Nam to the U.N, Secretary-General was, it is said, stamped

with curtness, bereft of diplomatic circumlocutions and even mixed with

bitterness,

Hanoi, it is believed, has reproached Mr, Thant for having met

special envoys as "a private citizen of Asia" during the month of

February and then, in March, for having acted in his capacity as

Secretary-General of the U,N,, disregarding in this way the position often

reaffirmed by Hanoi as to the incompetence of the United Nations, But,

for observers in North Viet-Nam, the principal reproach to Mr, Thant is

that he slipped toward American themes by omitting to underline the first

condition: the unconditional cessation of bombardments. Hanoi had not

approved the "3-point proposal" of the Secretary-General which, according

to Hanoi, "did not correspond to the reality of the situation in Viet-Nam",

For observers, it seems that, from now on, Hanoi no longer feels bound to

the same precautions vis-a-vis the U.N, Secretary-General. The rapidity

of the response of Washington is going to be an element of accusation

against Mr, Thant, The conclusion of this episode is that the positions

of the antagonists, such as they appear in their clarity and in their

irreconcilable character, foreshadow only a dialogue between deaf people

which excludes all hope or possibilities in the near future.
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AFP-11̂
29 March 196?

After the Declarations of U Thant

The new proposals of U Thant for a settlement of the Vietnamese

conflict have been communicated to the French Government which noted

the proposals, but, it is indicated in Paris, no official response is

foreseen: indeed, the French position on the Vietnamese problem has

been defined by General de Gaulle in his speech in Phnom Penh on

1 September 1966, and it remains unchanged. In brief, in the view of

the French, the sole possible solution is the re-establishment of the

neutrality of the peoples of Indochina under international guarantee,

the five world Powers (the United States, the USSR, China, the United

Kingdom, France) necessarily being represented among the guarantors.

The precondition to all negotiations must be a promise by the United

States "to repatriate its forces within an appropriate and determined

period of time".

This said, qualified observers in Paris point out a certain

contradiction between the text of the proposals of the Secretary-

General and the commentary which he made in his press conference of

yesterday. As a matter of fact, the Aide-Memoire which he had addressed

to the interested parties (and communicated to the French Government)

marks, besides an alignment with American themes for which Mr. Thant

zealously defended himself, at the very least a certain deviation in

comparison with his previous 5-POint proposal. The precondition of a

cessation of bombardments of North Viet-Nam no longer is to be found

with the same clarity and the Aide-M&noire seems to provide for a cease-

fire which would occur at the same time as a cessation of bombardments.

The American requirement of "reciprocity" would thus be satisfied.

A..
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Yet, In his commentary during the press conference, Mr. Thant

repeated that "only" a cessation of bombardments could lead to fruitful

talks. The new proposals, he said, are only a repetition, an adaptation

and a modification of previous proposals to suit the prevailing mood of

the parties principally concerned.

For Parisian observers, all this is extremely subtle and many points

remain, without doubt, deliberately vague. Indeed, the proposals of

Mr. Thant will be inevitably the object of very varied interpretations.

The immediate and favourable reaction of the Americans did not

provoke any surprise at all, nor did the interpretation, given by

Secretary of State Dean Rusk, that the text of Mr. Thant conforms to the

views of Washington. Thus, one notes that Mr. Rusk has, once more,

rejected the idea of an unconditional cessation of the bombardments and,

in a general way-/,has shown that the position of the United States

remains definitely unchanged.

In the same way, Hanoi's negative reaction is received without

surprise, Mr. Thant himself, while he was in Rangoon, met with two

emissaries of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Wam (North Viet-Wam) from

whose country General Ha Van Lau was one of the negotiators at the 195̂

Geneva Conference. The Secretary-General did not ignore the position

of Hanoi, but the tenor of these conversations still remains secret. An

element is missing in order to -understand and appreciate the action by

Mr. Thant, the ins and outs of which remain enveloped in mystery.
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Le Monde editorial, Thursday, JO March 1967

An Unfortunate Attempt

The publication by Mr. Thant of his new "peace plan" for Viet-Nam

constitues, no doubt, a success for the United States. In proposing a

general "freeze" of military operations in South Viet-Nam as well as in

North Viet-Nam,-the Secretary-General of the United Nations unquestionably

reinforces the American position according to which any cessation of

bombardments must coincide with a reciprocal gesture on the part of Hanoi.

That Mr. Thant had back-tracked in the "explanations" given Tuesday

afternoon to the correspondents changes nothing. A declaration carries

little weight next to an official written proposal addressed to all

interested governments.

The eagerness shown by the American leaders to express satisfaction

with the new initiative of Mr. Thant moreover should have raised new

doubts in the mind of the Secretary-General: whether it be in the response

of the State Department to the Aide-Memoire of Mr. Thant, in the declarations

of Mr. Dean Rusk or in the commentaries made Tuesday by President Johnson,

the satisfaction of the American authorities appears all the more complete,

wince the response of Hanoi ought to be - if it is not already - entirely

negative. How, after the numerous statements by the North Vietnamese

leaders concerning the necessity of an unconditional and definitive

cessation of the American raids - how could Mr. Thant believe that it

would not be thus? How could he set so little value on the statements to

him by the North Vietnamese leaders which he met at the beginning of the

month in Rangoon?

The defeat of Mr. Thantfs endeavour being forseen, one must regret

all the more that it is already interpreted in Hanoi and Peking as a

supplementary proof of the alignment of the U.N. Secretary-General "with

American imperialism". Thus, there is a risk that one of the most precious

bridges between Washington and its adversaries will be destroyed.
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In their eagerness to rejoice, the United States nevertheless would

be wrong to forget the new warning that was just directed to them by the

one whom they succeeded last autumn in persuading not to abandon his

duties at the U.N.: if, as everything indicates, the war should still

progress in intensity, it could very well develop geographically. Already

the 17th parallel no longer exists and the frontiers of Cambodia and Laos

are violated daily. Isn't there a risk that China, in its turn, will bear

the cost of this widening of the conflict. If, for example, North

Vietnamese forces should seek refuge in Chinese territory from the

bombardment of their airports - recommended by a number of the American

military - would not the prey be tempting for the United States, whose

giant B-52 bombers, soon based in Thailand, will be only three or four

hours from China? Could not partisans and adversaries of Mao be tempted

to regain lost unity by leaping into the struggle against their common

enemy?

After having addressed a letter to President Ho Chi Minh and having

approved a plan of peace which favoured its war aims, the United States

may think it has turned public opinion in its favour. This might appear

incontestable inside the country, but more doubtful outside; even more,

if tomorrow, deadlier combat and more intensive bombardments come anew

to support a quest for peace which resembles too much a quest for total

victory.
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AFP-185
Saigon, 31 March 1967

Document on North Vietnamese position regarding negotiations

seized by the Americans

"Our position is to continue to fight until the moment to negotiate has

arrived, but all the while continuing to fight. The Politburo has been

charged by the Central Party Committee to choose the moment when we will

negotiate."

The foregoing was, in April 1966 - according to a document seized

recently by American troops in zone 'C1 - the position of the Worth Vietnamese

Government on negotiations.

This document, American services affirm, is the text of a statement made

by the North Vietnamese General, Nguyen Van Vinh, in charge of the Reunification

Committee of the Lao Dong party of Hanoi, during the fourth congress of the

Lao Dong party of South Viet-Nam, in zone 'C1.

A letter from Le Duan, First Secretary-General of the Central Committee,

and a speech by General Nguyen Chi Thanh, delivered during this Congress,

confirm the substance of the points made, according to American specialists,

by General Vinh.

General Thanh had, in his speech, emphasized the necessity of focussing

on "new" tactics in the struggle against the Americans in Viet-Nam, in order

to replace the tactic of "phases" defined by General Vo Nguyen Giap and Mao

Tse Tung which has become unrealizable in Viet-Nam because of American fighting

power.

In his statement, General Vinh affirms categorically: "We must achieve

decisive victory during the next four years." He notes and regrets the

division of the Socialist camp and refuses to take sides.

The North Vietnamese leader recognized that the poltical decision taken

by the Central Committee to "fight even while negotiating" differs appreciably

from the Chinese position.
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"Armed combat must continue until the situation becomes indecisive

militarily. Then, conditions favourable to the 'fight and negotiate1 phase

will prevail... The war will doubtless evolve in this way. During our

struggle against the French, we have at certain times participated in

negotiations while continuing to fight. The same thing occurred in China."

General Vinh thus defined what had been, according to Hanoi in April

1966, the different positions of the friendly nations with regard to

negotiations.

"Without a care for the Vietnamese interests, certain nations wish us

to commence negotiations as soon as possible in order to avoid a universal

conflagration."

"Other nations - and these are, in general, nationalist countries of

Asia, Africa and Latin America - have some doubts about our chances for

victory over the Americans and they counsel us to negotiate."

"Still other nations, for the most part in Eastern Europe, now believe

that conditions are met to begin negotiations which would permit, all things

considered, the withdrawal of American troops. We would thus be able to

continue the struggle to gain our ends. These countries demand naturally

as a preliminary condition the cessation of bombardments aid the gradual

withdrawal of American forces."

"As for China," General Vinh states, "China thinks that the conditions

for negotiations are not ripe, that it will be necessary to wait several

years, and in fact that conditions will not be ripe before seven years."

"During this time, we must continue to fight in order to permit several

socialist countries to reinforce their armies for a rapid, powerful and

general offensive, bringing into play all known and available arms and

without taking frontiers into consideration. What we must do, according to

China, is to engulf the enemy in South Viet-Nam and wait for China to

provide sufficient forces for a general offensive."

"Our position is to continue to fight even after the political bureau

decides to begin negotiations. The document seized by American troops goes

on: Moreover, it is quite possible that the North could conduct negotiations

while the South continues to fight or also while the South participates in

A-
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negotiations even while continuing to fight, because the "battlefield remains

the decisive factor."

"If we should stop fighting today," the document continues, "we would not

be able to gain anything at the conference table. If the enemy wishes to

negotiate, he must accept certain conditions such as: cessation of

destructive bombardments against the North, withdrawal of troops and

dismantling of military installations. If these conditions are not fulfilled,

it would be tantamount to accepting American presence in South Viet-Nam.

After this has been established, other conditions could then be imposed:

containment of Vietnamese troops in barracks, American troops in docks, etc."
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Excerpts from an editorial appearing in "EL Moudjahid", dated 6 April 1967.

The Peace Plan of Mr. Thant

While /~his_7 former plan called for the unconditional cessation of

American air raids over North Viet-Nam in order to initiate a dialogue

between belligerents, the United Nations Secretary-General this time

declares himself in favour of the principle of reciprocity and proposes

to the two parties a general standstill truce, which is to say the

cessation of all military activity.

During a press conference, Mr. Thant defended himself against the

reproach, made by some, that he had aligned himself with the American

thesis, and he stated thal̂  in drawing up this new plan, he was only taking

into consideration the existing mood of the belligerents.

* * * *

However, the leaders in Hanoi, who have always laid down the

precondition of the unconditional cessation of American bombardments

over North Viet-Nam before the opening of any discussions whatsoever with

Washington, have rejected the proposals of Mr. Thant. It was a spokesman

for the Foreign Ministry who noted the rejection of the plan of the United

Nations Secretary-General.

It is indeed difficult to equate the bombardments of a great Power

against a sovereign state with the legitimate struggle of the people of

that sovereign state for liberation and unity. The cessation of these

bombardments is only an act of justice. International ethics, the Charter

of the United Nations, public opinion throughout the world, require it as

a simple return to sane concepts in relations between nations. It is

clear to anyone who declines to enter the game of facticious dialectics

of the enemies of peace that the safeguard of the integrity and the
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independence and the security of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Ham

cannot "be a commodity or, even more, a master card in a negotiation.

It is also indeed evident that a negotiation is not a procedural

affair. It is a question of willingness. It is above all an ardent

desire to arrive at a political solution "by peaceful means. The process

of negotiations cannot "be begun until the day when the Vietnamese

fighters are convinced of the unquestionable willingness of the Americans

to abandon the chimeras of a settlement through arms and pledge themselves
resolutely to a po3ffiical settlement through negotiations. Now, while
the aggression continues, nay escalates, against North Viet-Ham, it will
be difficult for any impartial observer to believe in the desire for
peace in Washington.

In these circumstances, the precondition of an unconditional cessation
of American bombardments set by the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam is

based on the most elementary logic, a logic which would be difficult for

any peace-loving man not to acknowledge.

We keenly hope that U Thant, who is a stubborn fighter for the

liberation of peoples, will be able to find, with the help of his many

sincere friends, the best way to create the best conditions for peace.
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Mote on Canadian cease-fire proposals of 11 April 1967

The quick rejection "by the Democratic Republic of Viet-Wam

of the new Canadian cease-fire proposal must have been expected

by its author, Secretary of State for External Affairs, Paul

Martin. Indeed, the remark which he made in his presentation

speech in connexion with the Secretary-General's "stand-still

truce" idea - "I am doubtful if it will be possible to solve the

purely military aspects of this conflict without at the same

time tackling the political questions which lie at the root of

it" - seems to apply to his own proposals. The political and

military aspects of the war are two sides of the same coin.

Knowing this, it is puzzling that Mr. Martin still advanced his

plan. One explanation is that the Canadian Government wished to

place its position on record. And, as could be expected, this

position is not very different from the U.S. Government's stated

objectives on Viet-Nam. A brief analysis of the plan will support

this.

The Canadian proposal is described by its author as "a

progressive re-application of the 195̂ - cease-fire terms as an agreed

preliminary to direct discussions". In any such proposals, of

course, all depends upon how the cease-fire is brought about. The

Martin plan calls for a four-stage gradual cease-fire which can be

summarized as disengagement, military freeze, cessation of military

activities and completion of cease-fire. Some of the suggestions

made - in particular in stage two - are interesting, but the

colouration of the whole plan and its underlying political objectives

are already clear in the first step. Mr. Martin proposes that, from

the outset, North and South Viet-Nam be physically isolated by the
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establishment of a buffer zone and by the international supervision

of the disengagement between forces of the two sides. Of course,

the result of such measures would be to isolate the NFLSVW troops

in the South from the support they need from the North at this stage

of the conflict, leaving them at the mercy of South Vietnamese and

U.S. troops during the succeeding phases of the cease-fire plan.

Even though the Canadian also proposes a cessation of the bombardments

against North Viet-Nam as part of the first stage, it was unlikely

that the DRVN and the NFLSVN would consider such a step as fair or

indeed as meeting Mr. Martin's own criteria of "avoiding a situation

where either side is placed at a disadvantage". In addition, such

attempts at completely isolating South Viet-Nam run the risk of

encouraging an extension of the war to neighbouring countries.

Nevertheless, certain aspects of the second stage of the

Canadian plan are interesting if isolated from their context. In

particular, Mr. Martin submits that there could be "undertakings by

both sides not to engage in any military activities which differed

either in scale or pattern from the activities which are being

currently engaged in". This type of limited gentleman's agreement -

and others which could be imagined concerning, for example, certain

types or certain zones of operations - has two advantages: (l) it

does not prejudge the substance of the final settlement, yet, (2)

since both sides are involved, without raising the impossible question

of "reciprocity", it can contribute to improving the atmosphere in

anticipation of talks or while talks are going on. In the Secretary-

General's first 3-point plan, point 2 (military de-escalation by all

sides) had been given the above interpretation by certain observers

who thought that it might have been acceptable at some stage by the

DRVN and NFLSVN.
It is clear, however, that the whole Canadian proposal reflects

the Canadian Government's view that the war must be brought to a halt

at the same time as the Saigon Government's authority is restored
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over South Viet-Nain. This is obviously what Canada had in mind when

saying that "the first stage of any settlement will have to envisage

a return to the status quo ante of the Geneva Agreements".* One may

be allowed to observe here that, if such a status quo ever existed,

it was only for a very brief period from July 195̂  to November

Starting with the ELy-Radford Washington discussions of November

the speedy replacement of the French military mission by the U.S.

military advisory group was a clear violation of the Geneva Agreements

concerning the neutrality of South Viet-Nam. The refusal of Diem to

hold the internationally supervised elections in July 1956 continued

a series of violations which, extending later to all sides, engendered

the present dangerous impasse. A temporary coexistence with a non-

communist regime in South Viet-Wam was acceptable to Hanoi, provided

it did not bring about a complete estrangement and permanent separation

of the two parts of the country. When it was clear that the latter

was precisely the objective of Diem and the U.S. Government and when it

was also clear that they accepted the Geneva Agreements only as creating

a new Korea, the dangerous situation we have today was already in germ,

Hanoi has staked its very survival on preventing the permanent division

of Viet-Nam. Acceptance of the Canadian view would be for the DRVW a

political suicide for which it does not seem ready.

Martin's speech on 14 February 1967 in Commons budget debate.
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AFP
28 April 1967, Moscow

The Soviet Press and the Bombardments of North Viet-Nam

The fear that intensification of American raids over North Viet-Nam

might generate a larger escalation of the conflict and the renewal of

Soviet action on the side of Viet-Nam are the central issues of 2k-hour

Soviet press commentaries devoted to "current events in Viet-Nam".

These commentaries bring out three central ideas:

1. The war in Viet-Nam has reached a dangerous level.

2» American escalation will be answered with an escalation on the

part of the countries which support North Viet-Nam.

5, This assistance would be more effective if a unity of action by

a.n countries who assure such assistance to North Viet-Nam, China included,

vere initiated.

The danger mounts in Viet-Nam: Izvestia last night and Pravda this

morning, raise the alarm.

"The consequences which will follow from the aggressive policy of

Washington in Viet-Nam," writes V. Matveev in Izvestia, "raise a question

which cannot be dodged by any statesman who considers himself to have some

responsibility for the destiny of the world."

The editorial of the Earty organ adds that "the war in Viet-Nam is a

great danger for world peace" and that "this war has assumed a still more

dangerous character".

Parallel escalation: for the first time in a long while the press has

brought up the question of the sending of volunteers.

"The brother parties have decided to extend greater assistance to Viet-Nam

by all possible means, especially by the sending of volunteers if the

Government of the DRVN requests it."

"We find ourselves in a vicious circle," writes Izvestia. "a challenge

which involves a new, graver cycle. Each rising step in the escalation
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inevitably engenders multiform support and assistance to the Vietnamese

people by their friends which are numerous and sufficiently powerful and

rich to defeat the plans of the aggressors,"

At the same time, the Soviet commentators recall that this assistance

"would be more helpful if ve could succeed in bringing about a vast unity

of action in all Socialist countries, China included, who have a common

frontier with North Viet-Tfam".

"The Party and the Government of the USSR are ready to bring about

this unity of action with China in the two following areas: planning of

the assistance and its realization."

The general conclusion is that "the aggressor has no chance of breaking

Viet-Nam: that has never been done and it will never be done".

Since yesterday, protest meetings have been organized in factories and

businesses in various regions of the USSR,
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Le Monde editorial, 27 April 1967

Reality in the South

Every day for some 27 months, hundreds of American war planes untiringly

attempt to suppress in Worth Viet-Nam a revolutionary uprising which is

taking place in the Southern bushes. First, they attacked radar installations,

ammunition dumps, roads. Next, as strategic objectives became scarce, the

air force had to drop its bombs on tiny bridges. Then, American terminology

underwent a change. Everything became, directly or indirectly, "military".

In June 1966 oil tanks were blown up but in spite of that, road traffic

did not cease. Electric power plants were crushed but the factories carried

on. The Seventh Fleet's guns, artillery and mines began to be used in

January 19£>7 "but the population continued to live in the coastal provinces

where anti-aircraft defense was active, even though hospitals were in ruins.

In the South, however, the NFL, assisted by its northern ally, maintains its

pressure, takes over in the middle of the day a provincial capital (Quang

Tri) and is capable of launching its commandos (two hundred men in arms) in

a Saigon district.

Neither Hanoi nor the NFL have changed their positions in spite of the

thousands of tons of bombs which are dropped on the country (70,000 tons

last month). Washington does not yield either and increases its attacks

without taking -by surprise the Vietnamese who have been informed in advance

of the unrelenting character of the escalation. President Johnson has made

the decision to raze North Viet-Nam. But how can he pretend to be surprised

that, amid the crash of the bombs, Hanoi cannot hear those peace noises which

Washington pretends are not intended only to satisfy its allies from London

to Seoul, Rome to Taipei?

Following each U.S.""peace plan", which is always rejected because it

denies the NFL any representative character and because it was advanced under

the threat of "bombs, there has been an intensification of the war aginst the

North. Again, recently, Washington suggested a withdrawal of the troops to
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an area 16 km. wide north and south of the IJth parallel. This was not an

initiative but a manoeuvre. At the same time, the U.S. air force started the

present phase of escalation. Hanoi was asked to acquaint itself with these

proposals in the press: they were not even printed when the bombers started

their action.

It seems, today, that Haiphong harbour will not be spared. Assistance

from the socialist countries goes through this city, as well as through

China. Hanoi has succeeded in obtaining from Moscow and Peking an agreement

concerning the unobstructed transit of military equipment.

At the same time, General Westmoreland is requesting reinforcements.

Reality, at this stage, takes the upper hand. More than the F-105s in the

Worth or the B-52s in the South, the General needs humble infantrymen who

must track down one by one the Front's partisans. Excluded from President

Johnson's speeches, the Front recalls its existence by strengthening its

manpower. But before the Front is recognized by the Americans, the nature

of the war may have changed. The Pentagon has obtained an authorization

to bomb the Mig bases and already they let it be known that this aircraft is

repaired by Hanoi in China. Is it the first sign announcing what Senator

McGovern calls "a new madness"?

Washington"wants to obtain victory. But if American, strategy meets

with the resistance of the Vietnamese, the approval or neutrality of many

governments strengthens the U.S. position. And Hanoi has just sent to Europe

several messages asking public opinion to intensify the fight against

American policy.
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Unofficial translation from French

AFP-168

THE SOVIET-VIETNAMESE AGREEMENT

Moscow, 4 May (AFP)

Hanoi, far from preparing to yield, feels sufficiently strong to contemplate

a plan for stepped-up aid for the coming year, and the Soviets themselves have

sufficient confidence in the staying power of the North Vietnamese to pledge all-out

military and economic assistance. This is the feeling in Western and East-European

circles in Moscow following the secret vi s it!/ paia by the North Vietnamese leaders

to the USSR at the end of March, and of which nothing was known until Thursday.

These Soviet-North Vietnamese "summit" talks dealt with the volume and

content of Soviet economic and military aid and also with questions of a political

nature of concern to the two countries. However the amount of/aid which, according

to very good sources, is in the region of five hundred million roubles, has rather

eclipsed the political aspects of this meeting. The purely political discussions,

it is said, were also of first-ranking importance. The summit enabled the parties

to readjust/bilateral policies and the common policy of the two countries in the

light of a steadily evolving Vietnamese, Chinese, American and European situation.

The North Vietnamese leaders had already paid a similar visit in July 1966,

but since then there has been the siege of the Soviet Embassy in Peking, Moscow's

efforts to patch up the international Communist movement, the Warsaw meeting in

February, the Conference at Karlovy Vary in April and the recent American preparations

for escalation.

Although the July 1966 meeting came after the sax June 29 raids on

of Hanoi and Haiphong and although the March meeting preceded the latest phase of

the escalation, people in Moscow are inclined to fckratocfctecfc view this summit as an

"advance reply" to the latest intensive American air raids on the two large Visfc

cities in North Vietnam.

There is little information about the nature of the agreement, but the North

Vietnamese are said to have asked for a sizable increase in food deliveries from

the USSR to offset a rice shortage which China could not cope with unaided.

As ME regards the type of military equipment to be supplied to North Viet-Nam,
f>i#s«s w (Mi t !»<.<vf •

no details are likely to be obtained. However this aid is ..g.&iiagi...-to.»cn«atee problems
'Kn?vw<-^*

for the USSR: The Eisi±Ksr$: provision of the latest weapons wggkl ..... HP " udotAt necessitate
'V-flvf^P

the training of "gunners", but it Tssfeir also give a "defence monopoly" to one of
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North Viet-Wams powerful allies and provide the Americans with an opportunity

of getting to know an entire range of weapons employed for the defence of the

USSR. So the North Vietnamese~were probably allowed to select from the Soviet

arsenal only such equipment as would not jeopardize Soviet defence interests.

Lastly, there remains the problem of getting this equipment through China.

The same source maintains that a Worth Vietnamese Government delegation based

in Peking handles izhs: operations for the transit of aid from the European

socialist countries but that certain Soviet arms are only delivered to the

Worth Vietnamese directly.

Lastly, it is felt that the visit by the Hanoi leaders to the USSR confirms

the existence of good relations betvreen the Soviets and North Vietnamese but Etoreng
thecannot be construed as a choice in favour of the USSR at SkzHads expense of China.

North Vietnam is taking care of its most urgent needs, seeking aid. where it can

be found and trying to iron out difficulties or ignore them. As for the Soviets,

the general impression in Western circles in Moscow is that the USSR, just before

the resumption- of bombing attacks on Hanoi and Haiphong, adopted the position,

at the talks in March, of giving maximum support to North Vietnam, providing aid
W3(-

that stopped^ short of direct involvement.
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AFP-063

Warsaw, 12 May 1967

"Never before has any Secretary-General of the United

Nations spoken with such gravity of the worsening of the

international situation," writes, this morning, the Polish

official press agency in"a commentary of the statements

just made by U Thant.

Noting that "the dramatic words" of the Secretary-General

were "deprived of"any fragment of optimism which is usually

to be found in all his speeches", the agency supports "the

unreserved condemnation of American aggression formulated

by U Thant". "He has expressed," writes the commentator,

"the most sincere emotion and indignation regarding the

United States and, at the same time, his admiration and

sympathy for the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam ... His

warning concerning the preliminary phase of a third world war

has all the characteristics of a sound and realistic judgement."
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After U Thant 's Sound of Alarm

AFP 136 12 May 196?

The anxiety exp0»fcNMMd yesterday by U Thant meets the concern which is

appearing in Paris as a result of the continuing escalation of the Viet-Nam war.

The US have now U30,000 men in Viet-Nam, increased the bombardment in the

North, intensified their war effort. There is no sign that this aggravation of

the conflict will level off.

The Secretary-General has felt bound to sound the alarm. The mission with

which he is entrusted, has made it an obligation for him to do so. Such is -fcbe

thinking. He appears particularly distressed by the turn taken by the events.

He considers that the world is witnessing the initial phase of World War III.

As things are developing, a US-China confrontation would become inevitable. If

the bombardment of North Viet-Nam and in particular, the attacks against the MIG

bases continue, the Hanoi Government could then have to seek refuge for its planes

in Chinese territory, giving the Americans a pretext for pursuit.

Mr. Thant, in addition, considers that the Sino-Soviet treaty of assistance

has not been revoked, and that this could open the way for a direct Soviet inter-

vention, opening the possibility of a third world war.

The fact that TASS has reproduced, in priority, the Secretary-General's

statement including the passage in which Mr. Thant states that the USSR could inter-

ven* in fulfillment of the Sino-Soviet treaty, would seem to indicate that, if need

be, Russians and Chinese could silence their ideological quarrel. In this respect,

the agreement, recently concluded between Peking and Moscow concerning the transport

of supplies to North Viet-Nam, through Chinese territory, seems to give a degree of
ice to such an jii 11 i nuiiTI rr i nn r f *

0
Mfc. Thant's concern is also founded,undoubtedly, on the present condition of the

US-USSR relations. The naval incidents off Vladivostok, the fact that Ambassador

Dobrynine, who left a month ago for Moscow has not returned to Washington, that the

implementation of the air and consular agreements has not been started, do not appear
as good omens for those relations.

In Paris, the cancellation by Mr. Thant of his last March proposal, which had

then caused surprise among certain observers, is also noted. It seemed that Mr. Thant

had then renounced the prior conditions of cessation of the bombardments by suggesting

at the same time, the cessation of the bombing of North Viet-Nam and a reciprocal

military de-escalation. Sy stating again thatthe cessation of bombing is a pre-
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condition for the opening of negotiations, Mr. Thant is returning to his

continuing position since the bombardment began.

By launching his warning, Mr. Thant's intention seems to try to prevent

an error of judgement of the American leaders vho seem convinced that the Russians

would not go very far in their assistance to North Viet-Nam, in order to avoid the

collapse of this country. This is, no doubt, the main reason which prompted his

statements, more than fear of an immediate danger.
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Mote on the invasion of the eastern part of the demilitarized zone in
Viet-Nam

Overshadowed by the events In the Middle East, the invasion on Thursday,

18 May, of the demilitarized zone south of the 17th parallel "by United States and

SouHiViet-Nam forces is a grave development in the Viet-Ham situation. The zone

of 5 km* on either side of the provisional demarcation line was an important part

of the 20 July 195̂  Agreement on the cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam. (Article 1)

Whether or not there may be some question as to the violation of the zone by the

other side, nevertheless as long as the zone was respected, the American presence

was 5 km« away from the southern limit of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.

Now, United States and South Vietnamese forces will be in direct contact along

the 17th parallel with those of the Democratic Hepublic of Viet-Nam, increasing

considerably the pressure for the United States to step in intentionally or as a

result of the conduct of military operations.

As a consequence, there is now an even more open challenge to the principle

of socialist solidarity than the bombing has been so far. The Soviet Press

is already underlining this "direct threat to the territory of the Democratic

Republic of Viet-Nam. (The DRVN has been recognized by China and the USSR ever

since January 1950.) If there are contingency plans in China or in the USSR

to come to the aid of the DHVN, the .invasion of the demilitarized zone is the

type of action which might lead to preparing more actively for the implementation

of these plans.

Adding to this the renewed bombing within the city limits of Hanoi, one may

observe that certain elements of a crisis are gradually being put into place.
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AFP-031

Phnom Penh, 8 June

The National Liberation Front of South Viet-Ham has recognized the

""existing frontiers" of Cambodia, announced Prince Norodom Sihanouk in

a radio broadcast speech.

The decision of the NFL occurs 48 hours after the reconnaissance by

the USSR of Cambodian frontiers.

AFP-IOS

Phnom Penh, 8 June

"This is the final point to the questioning of our frontiers^" today

stated Prince Norodom Sihanouk commenting on the letter of the Central

Committee of the South Vietnamese National Liberation Front; vihich

recognized the territorial integrity of Cambodia and which commits itself

to respecting Cambodia's existing frontiers.

The Khmer Chief of State announced that the offical mission of the

National Liberation Front in Phnom Penh would be converted to "repre-

sentation" with diplomatic status* He added that if North Viet-Nam were

to make, fras one believes it has'r, such a statement with this same

interpretation, its representation in Phnom Penh would be raised to the

rank of "Embassy",

The Prince added that he and his compatriots were "very disappointed

and offended" that certain Powers who, while pretending to be friends, have

still refused to proclaim their respect for the existing frontiers of
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Cambodia and he affirmed that their future declarations would now no

longer have "any significance". He announced that he would replace by

simple Charge's d'affaires his Ambassadors in those countries which,

in one or two months, do not recognize the Cambodian frontiers.

The gesture of the NFL is considered by observers as a very

skilful move and as a great success for Soviet diplomacy which had

been discussing as "everyone thinks, at least" - to this end with

Viet-Namese communist leaders before the recognition of the Khmer

frontiers three days ago. This is similarly a serious "loss of face"

for Chinese diplomacy, whose influence seems to have diminished with

the Hanoi Government and the South Vietnamese resistance.
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1?. June 1967

SIHANOUK. 7 ,7W'iE SPEECi; ON BORDER BE1::

/' Phnom Penh Domnpcic Service in Cambodian 1115 3MT 8 June 1967--D

•'UQ~niinute speech bc" Prince Sihanouk on 1 June inaugurating a high school in Sriuol,
Kra tie Pr uy lnoe--rei; ora•"•<})

i Excerpt ) Vlaen I asV^c: t:v3 great nations of the world to recognize the territorial
integrity of Can bo ell a viiUi her pi-esent boundaries, France proclaimed her
recognition or the present boundaries of Cambodia and signed her off icial recognition
during De Gaulle's visit .o Cambodia. Af ter De Gaulle, Singapore signed with
Son Sann- A f - e r Singapore, it was East Germany; which is red. As for blue
Germany, she refused to recognize our frontiers because she supported the Thai
and Vietnamese,

Though red Germany agreed, ;here still were lacking .he great and powerful nations
to act an witnesses. Since the Americans have re fused to recognize our frontiers,
we have found it; necessary to seek a world power on an equal footing wi th the
Americans to cope with then. Such great powers are Russia and People 's China, but People 's
China hesi tated, saying that she was afraid of the Thai and Vietnamese and that nhe
would like the Vietnamese and others to recognise our front ier^, before sh« did.
We have asked People • K China to recognise our frontiers, but she does ici; dare.

However , upon the arrival in the Soviet Union of Prince Phurrissara, our foreign
minister and royal government representative, the Soviet Union announced the
agreement before the world (applause) with two conditions. In the first condition.,
she agreed not only to respect but also to officially recognize the territorial
integrity of Cambodia witnin her present boundaries. The second condition is
that she warned the world against encroaching on the Khmer terr i tory and frontiers.
Thus, the great Soviet friend has shown that she is a really sincere friend of
Cam'oodia= She knows that we are not red, but as a justice-loving country she does
us just ice. She proves she is a country which protects the small ones and does
them justice.

To conclude.. 1 must say that today I have the pleasure of receiving some good
news which has jus t reached me and which 1 want to impart to all frxends and
citizens. 1 mean that this morning the representative of the gentlemen of the
Viet Cong--Prof.. Nguyen Van Hieu—called on Sahachivin Pen Mouth and asked him
to convey without delay to the Prince Chief of State the news that the Viet Cong--
that is, the Vietnamese of the National Front for the Liberation of South "Vietnam,
which represents the independent Vietnamese people who are resolutely struggling
against the Americana and who are our neighbors—agrees to recognize solemnly
the territorial integrity cf Cambodia within her present boundaries. (applause)

This is a very important event. Seeing that Russia—the greatest red country—
has already agreed, the Viet Cong decide to follow her example. Last night, they
said they agreed to recognize our- borders. Since the Vietnamese neighbors agree
to this, the problem is solved. (applause)
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The Viet Cong representative also asked Sahachivin Pen Wouth to tell me that maybe
tomorrow or the day after tomorrow 'she Viet; i-un.i~-the North Vietnamese—would agi'ee
to the same recognition, This means that people on Ho Chi Minn's side will take
the same action.

In my opinion, Russia has helped us in great measure. Without the great influence
of Russia, the Vietnamese would not have moved.. As for China, she said she would
aid us, buc nothing has happened yet. After Russia made a decision, the Vietnamese
became like ripe mango fruit falling automatically on us. (applause" Russia has
given us formidable aid. Now that she has dropped a handful on us, the Vietnamese
agree also.

On announcing viru-ir agreement to recognise our frontiers, rre Vietnamese requested
that I meet t.:iem immediate IT to receive the frontier recognition I replied thai. I.
bad to see my people in Snuol, and. that afterward "j. would receive t.ne gentleman
representing the Viet Cong, But he said that since he had agreed to recognise
our frontiers, the recognition should be mad;-- quickly, became he die! not want them
(Viet Cong--ed. . to he accused of 'being lat», Tnerefore, I said tnat I would
receive him tomorrow.

Dear venera.bles, this was because I could not receive him immediately while I was
busy with rhe people here, So I replied that I was guing to see my people first.
Tfow that I am with the people of Snuol, I want- to inform ;,ham of this good news.
(applause) So the Snuol people are the first to hear the good news that the
Viet Cong and Viet Minn gentlemen agree to recognise our fronMers. The Viet. Cong
gentleman agreed yesterday and wanted me to receive him today. How can I receive
him when I am seeing the Snuol people? After visiting Snoul, I will be able to
receive him tomorrow.

He said lie wanted to be received solemnly and granaiosely I replied that I would
not object and that I would receive him solemnly so at to make known that he
really agreed to recognize our frontiers. This gentleman was right in requesting
solemnity, because it would be necessary to awatcen the entire public and to have
it witnessed as far as our future is concerned, because since you are now agreeing
to recognize our future, you are honor bound not to touch Cambodia, ha, ha, ha,
and this is my only request.

We do not want to be the enemy of the Vietnamese, We have resigned ourselves not to
claim the portions of Cambodian territory taken by the Vietnamese. We only request
that people not come and take the small remaining portion of land which the U, S
imperialist pirates and their henchmen call tiny Cambodia, comparing Cambodia to
an ant. Since we are ants, we do not want the others who are as large as tigers and
elephants to come and harm the ants, That is our only request.

1 have yaid that (?they) fall into the Cambodian basket.. I do not mean they
fall into the Cambodian trap, Cambodia only requests these gentlemen not to come and
harm Cambodia; that is all. Cambodia wants nothing but peace and independence.
Now that the Vietnamese granted us that, this is very good. Concerning the
Viet Cong and Viet Minn struggling against the imperialists, we have helped them
much in all aspects, and this the venerables are already aware of. Now they must
show us gratitude in this manner. Otherwise, they would not appear well before the
world. Therefore, on seeing that Russia has done so, they felt they should follow
suit, I think that this is because of the kindness of the Soviet Union, which is
a very great power in the world.
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cc: •/The Secretary-General
Mr. Narasimhan

AFP-08J

Phnom Penh, 13 June 1967

Hanoi has recognized and has pledged to respect the territorial

integrity of Cambodia in its present frontiers, it is learned from an

official jsourqe in Phnom Penh.

This decision of the Government of the Democratic Republic of

Viet-Nam is announced in a letter handed to Prince Norodom Sihanouk

"by Mr. Nguyen Thong, Representative of North Viet-Nam in Phnom Penh.

At the same time, Hanoi declares that it "approves completely"

of the declaration of the South Vietnamese National Front of Liberation

regarding the Khmer frontiers.
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V
cc The Secretary-General

Mr, Narasimhan

AFP-037

Phnom Penh, 27 June 1967

The United Arab Republic has decided to recognize the

present frontiers of Cambodia, Prince Norodom Sihanouk

announced today.

These frontiers have already been recognized by France,

the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, Horth

Viet-Wam, Worth Korea, the South Vietnamese National

Liberation Front and Cuba.
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Unofficial translation from French

CABLE

AFP-157

BORBA: "U THANT HAS THE RIGHT ¥ORD"

BELGRADE, 2 AUGUST (AFP)

"M. THAHfiHAS USED THE RIGHT WORD.IN STATING THAT THE WAR IN VIET-NAM
IS A WAR WOT AGAINST COMMUNIST. AGGRESSION BUT FOR NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE".
BORBA WRITES, QUOTED BY THE TAHYOUC HEWS AGENCY, IN ITS WEDNESDAY MORNING
EDITORIAL.

CHARACTERIZING THIS STATEMENT BY THE UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY-GENERAL
AS "AN OPEN AND COMPLETE CRITICISM OF THE ENTIRE AMERICAN POLITICAL
DOCTRINE AND OF THE ARMED INTERVENTION OF THE UNITED STATES IN SOUTH-EAST
ASIA", THE NEWSPAPER ADDS:

" BY STATING THESE FACTS, M. THANT HAS EARNED THE RIGHT TO CONTINUE
TO CALL THINGS BY THEIR NAMET IN DEFENCE. OF ALL THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS CEARTER, AND HE CANNOT BE ACCUSED OF EXCEEDING HIS
COMPETENCE".



UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH

AFP-107

Algiers, September 1967

Ik September 1967
ALD/ksn

cc:»/The Secretary-General
Dr. Bunche
Mr. Narasimhan
Mr. Rolz-Bennett

"It is for the Vietnamese people and the Vietnamese people alone

to settle the question of Viet-Nam," declared Mr. Tran Hoai Nam,

delegate in Algiers of the National Liberation Front of South Viet-

Nara, when questioned on the proposal by the Federation of United Nations

Associations for a conference of five for peace in Viet-Nam. He added,
M¥e have not been consulted on this matter."

During a press conference today, Mr. Tran Hoai Nam said that this

was true also of the United Nations. "The U.N.," he said, "has no right

to deal with the Vietnamese problem. All the resolutions which it can

adopt on this problem are null and void."

When questioned about the consequences which the destruction of

the Port of Haiphong might have on the struggle of the NLF, Mr. Tran

said: "The destruction of Haiphong, as that of all industrial zones

of North Viet-Nam, has no effect against the determination of the

South Vietnamese people and that of the North Vietnamese population to

win."

'The American war of destruction will come to nothing. ¥e have

already received sufficient aid to preserve our existence until total

victory."

With regard to a possible electrified line along the demarcation

line between the North and the South, the NLF delegate said that the

United States had already tried to construct one without success. The

same thing will happen now. "The Americans who have never succeeded in

encircling a single village will never be able to encircle the South

Vietnamese people."
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cc:»/The Secretary-General
Dr. Bunche
Mr. Narasimnan
Mr. Folz-Bennett

AFP-2, 3, ̂ , 5

Hanoi, 1̂  September 1967

Conditions for Hanoi/Washington talks

by AFP correspondent Bernard Joseph Cabanes

Talks between Hanoi and Washington could begin three or four

weeks after the Americans stopped air and naval bombing of Worth

Viet-Nam according to indications and explanations from reliable

sources here today.

A speech by Premier Pham Van Dong on JO August last contained

as essential phrase on the possibility of peace talks which read as

follows: "If the American side really desires conversations, it

should first cease unconditionally the bombings and every other act

of war against the Democratic Republic of Viet-Wam."

One thing is to be noted: the word "permanently" which was

always used in Hanoi's statements on the necessity for the U.S. to

withdraw its troops and stop the bombings does not figure in this

phrase.

It does appear in ether paragraphs of the same speech, but not in

this phrase, which deals solely with the possibility of talks between

Hanoi and "Washington.

One could argue that Pham Van Dong's expression "unconditionally"

evidently implies there can be no conditions as to duration for the

cessation of the bombings. However, such as it is the phrase loses

its aspects of an ultimatum and becomes more conciliatory in the light

of explanations from reliable sources.
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What the North Vietnamese Government asks the American Government

to do is, briefly, to stop "bombing vithout posing conditions: in other

words, vithout saying it vill do so only for such and such a lapse of

time and without proclaiming that during the pause it will send

observation planes into the North Vietnamese sky.

No public statement, no official undertaking is demanded of the

U.S., for, in the Worth Vietnamese view, ceasing warlike acts against

their country, purely and simply without saying anything, without making

conditions, is equivalent to ceasing them unconditionally.

"When this first step has been taken, it is understood that if three

or four weeks after the beginning of this cessation of bombing, Vashington

questions Hanoi through one channel or another on the outcome t> give to

this cessation, a reply would be given to this query. And to reply to

a question is already to begin a conversation, the cources said.

In this light, absence of the word "permanently" takes on its full

meaning: with a view to possible conversations, the U.S. is not asked

to stop the bombings forever but to stop them without posing conditions.

North Vietnamese political circles stress that a cessation of the

bombings to pave the way for talks is, finally, only an elementary

prerequisite which has been recognised as indispensable by world figures

like General de Gaulle, by international authorities like Secretary-

General of the United Nations U Thant and by large sections of peoples

allied to the U.S. such as the British.

To start conversations with America, North Viet-Nam cannot give

way to the blackmail of bombs, the same sources add. It cannot admit

that it is beaten by these bombs for, first, it is not true and, secondly,

it would be tantamount to admitting that it has a responsibility in the

start of the war in North Viet-Nam, whereas it is the U.S. which began it.
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Brief comments on the FSCA note. "The question of a U.N. role in Viet-Nam"

The PSCA note entitled "The question of a U.N. role in Viet-Nam"

maintains that the United Nations may initiate some kind of involvement

in Viet-Nam if arguments against this involvement were to erode partially

or entirely. The most important part of the paper, therefore, rests with

the problem of the opposition to a U.N. involvement and the author has

chosen to discuss 7 points, of which 5 seem to command all the others:

(a) Not all great Powers desire a U.N. involvement;

(b) Not all parties are members of the United Nations or accept a

role for it in a settlement;

(c) There exists machinery elsewhere - "Geneva" - which can be

utilized to settle the question.

(a) In his first point, the author of the paper has advanced a very

controversial thesis, namely, that the United Nations can be involved

despite great Power disagreement. This touches upon a debate which has

been going on inside the United Nations ever since the outbreak of the

Korean War, the creation of UNEF, the Congo, the financial crisis, the

discussion of peace-keeping ... etc., a debate which at times threatened

to break the Organization. It is the right of the author to hold the view

that the United Nations can be involved against the will of one or more of

the permanent members of the Security Council, but, in a U.N. paper, the

controversial character of such a view should be acknowledged. (In passing,

it may be noted that the Fifth Emergency Special Session is not a

convincing example since the United States delegation; made it known in

advance that it was prepared to accede to the wish of the majority.)

The author also speculates that the United States and the USSR might

possibly agree to a U.N. role for a settlement in Viet-Nam. In this

connexion, it should be recalled that this is not at all the official USSR

policy at the present time. Even assuming that such a rapprochement between

the two super Powers for a Southeast Asia settlement through the United

Nations, excluding China, was their secret wish, very little progress in
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that direction has been made so far, and they must know that the obstacles

are formidable, one of them being, of course, the attitude of the

Government of North Viet-Nam itself and that of China. This brings us to

the second argument.

(b) The author belittles the fact that not all parties are members of the

United Nations nor do they accept a role for it in a settlement. China's

opposition to a U.N. involvement cannot be brushed aside so easily, as both

super Powers know. As everything concerning China entails much speculation,

it may be difficult to discuss in detail all means at China's disposal to

oppose a U.N. role in Viet-Nam. However, as for the North Vietnamese

opposition to a U.N. involvement, it should be noted that this has been

a constant Worth Vietnamese policy ever since the 1954 Geneva Agreements

(North Viet-Nam's application for U.N. admission dates back to an earlier

period, 1948, when conditions were quite different). Given the present

Chinese position, acceptance by North Viet-Nam of a U.N. involvement would

amount to a break with China. It has been a constant preoccupation of

North Viet-Nam»s policy to maintain the balance between the USSR and China,

a balance necessary for the continuation of assistance it badly needs from

both. A break with China would be suicidal for North Viet-Nam and Hanoi

might as well directly accept a peace on U.S. terms. Such an occurence is

far from likely. If Hanoi wishes to negotiate an end to the war, it must

somehow convince China to accept, or at least not to veto, it. This seems

to have happened in early January, before the Foreign Minister of Viet-Nam

advanced his offer of the 28th to negotiate after an end to the bombing.

(The other suggestions examined by the author in relation to Viet-Nam's

admission depend upon this central question.)

(c) The United Nations versus "Geneva" debate is an old one which had

already begun before the conclusion of the 1954 Geneva Conference. At that

time, the United States reservations which led to that Government's refusal

to sign the agreement were based on the U.S. declaration of 29 June 1954

that "in case of nations now divided against their will, we shall continue
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to seek to achieve unity through free elections, supervised by the United

Nations, to ensure that they are conducted fairly ..." In its essence,

the debate is very much the same as the one above concerning vho is or is

not a member of the United Nations and of Geneva. After all, the Geneva

Conference is a sort of informal meeting of the permanent members of the

Security Council, including China and also the parties and interested

states of the region. It remains the ideal framework to guarantee a

lasting settlement in the area, and the fact that all parties to the

Viet-Nam conflict still refer to it provides at least a basis for discussions.

However unfavourable the outlook of "Geneva" may be, it has nevertheless

this major advantage over the United Nations, that all parties welcome it

in principle. One fails to see what advantage would be gained by breaking

this last formal link of common language among all sides.
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yfi
* cc:v/The Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche
Le Monde. 9 September 1967 Mr. Narasimhan

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Hanoi, 8 September 1967

It is reported that the possible enlistment of foreign volunteers for

the purpose of fighting in North Viet-Nam would be acceptable in principle

to the North Vietnamese authorities, particularly in the event of a considerable

expansion of the war. According to information from a reliable source, Hanoi

believes that the air force would be the first, if not the only one, of the

various arms likely to employ volunteers. However, a particularly strict

condition would be placed on such participation: the foreigners would be

under the sole authority of the North Vietnamese command and the latter would

retain all its prerogatives in every respect and have a free hand in the use

of these foreign units.

The most complete silence is maintained on this subject in authoritative

circles, where everything that concerns foreign assistance in general is a

matter of total discretion.

It also seems probable that the foreign volunteers would not all be of the

same nationality.

At present, there are a number of "specialists" from "brother" countries

"on mission" at Hanoi. That was confirmed by the newspaper Thoi Moi (New

Times), which reported that a reception had been held for these specialists

by the Minister Delegate to the Office of the President of the Council, Mr. Tran

Huu Due, on the occasion of the North Vietnamese national holiday.

The article, which is intentionally vague, notes however that "the ministers,

vice-ministers and representatives of the branches of activities and bodies

using the services of these specialists" attended the reception. The newspaper

goes on to say that Mr. Tran Huu Due "praised the specialists, who have not

become discouraged by the difficulties or sacrifices and who have stood side

by side with the Vietnamese people in order to defeat the American aggressors".

The very mention of the presence of the ministers at the reception seems to

indicate the importance which is attached to these specialists and gives reason

to believe that the fields in which they are assisting the Democratic Republic

of North Viet-Nam are rather numerous.
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Translated from French

/Le Monde, 15 -l6 October

The Buddhists seeking a compromise peace and a
middle road

For nearly two weeks, the leader of the militant wing of South Viet-Namese

Buddhism, the Venerable Tri Quang, camped out in front of the presidential

palace in Saigon waiting for the demands of his followers to be met. Was this

political agitation or a religious movement? The background to the action shows

clearly that it was both. On 2k September, about a thousand students marched

through the centre of the capital, demanding that the bombing of the North should

cease and that the United States troops should depart. The Buddhist leader

immediately identified himself with the "students' heroic campaign" and called for

"the installation of a government guaranteeing freedom and democracy". At the

same time, he denounced the "fraudulent elections" of 3 September, taking up the

slogan of the Democratic United Front, the coalition formed by the civilian

candiates defeated by General Thieu.

The Buddhists did not, however, lose sight of their own demands. On

27 December, after a brief conversation with the Head of State in front of the

presidential palace, the Venerable Tri Quang decided not to leave the place until

the statute governing the Buddhists had been revoked. It was not until last

Thursday that he desisted, at the suggestion of the supreme head of Viet-Wamese

Buddhism, in the hope that the Government would prove more conciliatory.

Nevertheless, the monk has not relaxed his vigilance. He intensified his

ordeal on 5 October by embarking on a hunger strike. The suicide of two

Buddhist nuns in recent days attests to the conviction of the demonstrators and

their determination to have their way.

By ALAIN BOUC

The link between the political and religious aspects of the Buddhist

opposition is easy to establish, since the man behind the new charter and its main
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beneficiary is the Venerable Tarn Chau, known for his sympathies towards the

Government. The wing led by the Venerable Tri Quang, which has majority support

among the population, also had a majority until July in the governing college

of unified Buddhism, where it had held twenty seats out of twenty-five since

1963. The militant Buddhists are set on recovering their administrative

preponderance, which is a symbol of moral authority. They protest against the

unilateral denunciation of the old statute and against the representation given

to the faction led by the Venerable Tarn Chau, which is composed mainly of

refugees from the North. They regard this as a. divisive manoeuvre aimed at

weakening the only force opposing the Government - apart from the Liberation

Front - and the only genuine peace force.

The Buddhist militant wing, moreover, has decided to inform the outside

world of the reasons for all this agitation. A close collaborator, Mr. Nguyen Thai Son,

who recently left a diplomatic career to express his opposition to the Saigon

Government, is now in Paris to publicize Tri Quangfs views and to promote Buddhist

solidarity at the international level.

For a peace without victory

The militant wing of Viet-ITamese Buddhism, which is supported by the

supreme religious authority, the Venerable Thich Tinh Khiet, does not conceal

the fact that its fight against the new statute is not the main element in its

campaign. It wishes above all to express its hostility to a Government which

it considers incapable of making peace. The divisions in Buddhism are but the

consequences of the war and foreign intervention. The main task, in the eyes of

the Government and the Buddhists who support it, is to fight against Communism.

But for the Buddhists gathered behind Thich Tri Quang, the need is for peace,

and as soon as possible.

"The Buddhist church and I oppose the present Saigon Government, because

it wants war and we want peace", reads the brief message sent by the monk, on

which Mr. Thai Son commented for us.
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In 1963, under the Diem dictatorship, the essential problem for the

Buddhists was to ensure respect for their freedoms. That was the purpose of

the agitation at that time, which played a major part in the regime's downfall.

In 1967, the crucial question is that of peace. And the struggle is much more

difficult than in 1963, since one has to fight both the regime and the United

States.

For the Venerable Tri Quang, the war can no longer have any aspects other

than negative ones. A compromise peace is preferable to anything else. It

alone can save the nation and Viet-Wamese culture.

Safeguarding the higher interests of the country

Indeed, it is the plight of the Viet-Namese nation which concerns the

Buddhists. Viet-Nam, according to them, has lost its sovereignty. [There are no

longer any political parties. The influence of the United States is all-powerful.

It is therefore for the various communities and particularly the religious

communities to preserve what remains of the nation. The Catholics, the

Cao Dai group and the Hoa Hao are divided into southerners and refugees from

the Horth. Only Buddhism, the spokesman assured me, can rise above these petty

struggles and incarnate the profound aspirations of the Viet-Hamese people.

Although partly disorganized after the failure of the Centre agitation in

May 1966, it remains the principle force for peace. It also represents the

desire for independence and dignity of a country which does not wa-nt to be a

"battlefield for United States interests".

The serenity of the monks allows them, in spite of present sufferings, to

see the conflict in a broad perspective. Thus the Venerable Tri Quang sharply

condemns tendencies which run the risk of internationalizing the conflict:

"The vicious policies of the partisans of escalation in the United
States must be denounced, because they are seeking to profit from the
war in Viet-Ham in order to provoke China. These policies must be
denounced all the more vehemently as they threaten the existence of our
nation:/and our country."
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The example of Cambodian neutralism

Although the paramount necessity in the view of the Buddhists is the

termination of hostilities, they are just as interested in the conditions for

peace. The Viet-Namese do not want to be wards of the United States., but in

the long term they fear Chinese influence - not aggressive Chinese expansionism,

but the tendencies to domination by their powerful neighbour which they feel are

bound to result from its ideological cohesiveness, military power, economic

strength, geographical size and level of technical development. In the long run,

they feel, China is perhaps really more dangerous than the United States.

This is why the key to the maintenance of Viet-Namese independence seems to

them to lie in neutralism. A guarantee by outside Powers of a balancing of foreign

influences on the country, the establishment of new ties and the resumption of

certain others, particularly with France, are for them the international framework

in which the personality of a peaceful Viet-Nam could assert itself. The Buddhists,

rightly or wrongly, do not attribute similar intentions to President Ho Chi Minh.

At any event, for the time being, the political independence achieved by Cambodia

seems to them, from many points of view, enviable.

This desire for neutrality is reflected in the domestic sphere by their

opposition to the Government and their reservations regarding the Front. They

deny the representative nature of a Government which, as the Venerable Tri Quang

recently proclaimed, "does not even try to hide" electoral irregularities.

Admittedly, the Buddhists refuse to take clear-cut positions in favour of particular

personalities. They wish to use their moral authority only to support the general

lines of political programmes. For a long time they hoped that a Buddhist force

would emerge, but that hope proved vain. For now, without having too much faith

in it, they support the action of the Democratic Front formed by the defeated

candidates and led by Mr. Truong Dinh Dzu and Mr. Pham Khac Suu.

Caution regarding the National Liberation Front

Its attitude towards the Front seems complex. While there is full agreement

regarding the new programme adopted in August, of which the tolerant tone in

general, and towards the religious communities in particular, is obvious, there
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are reservations regarding the real nature of the organization and the sincerity

of the intentions proclaimed. The Buddhists do not recognize the monks whose

co-operation the Front has obtained as having any religious authority. In their

view, since 19̂ 3 > ^ne Frcmt has been an arm of the Hanoi regime and the national

tendencies within" it would be very likely to be swamped by the communist element

if it gained power. The loss of influence of Buddhism in North Viet-Nam, moreover,

is not calculated to reassure the Saigon monks.

Having adopted this "centralist" position, the movement sees no solution

except in a compromise peace. No one will win, but the fighting will be stopped,

and that is what matters essentially. Is such an outcome possible? Yes, they

feel, since the United States and the Soviet Union want to reach an understanding,

if only to limit Chinese influence. Tho uioiiks rely greatly, in the last analysis,

on this external diplomatic agreement to keep Vietnam on a middle road. Does this

not conflict with their desire to see the Viet-Namese allowed to settle their

problems on their own, with full sovereignty? No, they reply, for if there was no

foreign intervention of any sort the Saigon Government would not exist and the

Front would also have only the support of a small minority.

The argument is logical, and tends to demonstrate that the Buddhist protests

truly reflect the profound aspirations of the majority of the Viet-Wamese. Is a

middle path possible in Viet-Nam today between a military regime so strongly

supported from outside and the Marxist tendencies of the Front? Is it sensible to

reject both and to try by that means to reach peace more quickly? The Buddhists

think so.

But they perhaps underestimate the strength of an organization like the

Front which controls militarily two-thirds of the national territory.

At any rate, the courage of the monks can only earn respect. The leaders of

the movement launched an appeal on Saturday for the acceptance of the supreme

sacrifice for the defence and honour of Buddhism. The example of the previous

years suggests that there will be a response to the appeal. Indeed, there are

often too many candidates and a severe selection must be undertaken to eliminate

impulsive personalities. The strength of the Buddhists resides ultimately in

the fact that they represent Viet-Wamese cultural traditions while persisting,

through thick and thin, on regarding the quest for peace as the business of the

day.

ALAIN BOUC.
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Speech by General de Gaulle
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In his speech of Tuesday evening during a banquet which he offered in

honour of President Ayub Khan, Genera!}, de Gaulle emphasized the similarity

of the positions of France and Pakistan on the problems of Viet-Wam and the

Middle East: "With regard to the deplorable and unjustified war in Viet-Nam,"

he said, "your principal wish, like that of France, is that foreign intervention,

which is the cause of the war and which continues to aggravate it, should be

put to an end."

"Thus, with regard to the conflict in the Middle East, you, like France,

are in favour of condemning the fact of having engaged in combat, of holding

unacceptable the acquisition of foreign territories occupied by the force of

arms, of the necessity of a settlement founded on the mutual recognition of

all interested States, of the end of all belligerency and the establishment of

free navigation by all in a region whose political, economic and religious

future touches so closely the entire world. Nothing, Mr. President, opposes

our two countries. On the contrary, many reasons draw them together from day

to day."
Concerning Kashmir, General de Gaulle confined himself to pointing out

that, while awaiting a possible peaceful arrangement, "the hostilities have

ceased in the area in conformity with the Agreement" of TashKent.

Finally, General de Gaulle paid hommage to the work of economic recovery

accomplished in Pakistan since Marshall Ayub Khan took office and to the manner

in which foreign aid, including that of France, "is judiciously utilized."

The dinner and reception at the Elyse"e Palace Tuesday evening in honour

of Marshall Ayub Khan provided the occasion for General de Gaulle to state

precisely, for the first time, the position of France on the conditions for
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an Israel-Arab settlement. It was also the occasion for the President of

the Republic to belie, by his appearance, new misgivings which had arisen

by way of foreign radio broadcasts on his state of health.

On the political level, the remarks of General de Gaulle on the Near

East - spoken at a moment when the debates of the U.N. General Assembly

have been suspended to permit the search for a solution to the conflict

through private conversations among delegations - drew the attention of all.

The President of the Republic, in his toast last evening, renewed his

condemnation of the recourse to arms by Israel, last 5 June, and his refusal

to condone territorial changes imposed by force, but, it was emphasized by

those in his circle, this was the first time that he underlined so explicitly

the necessity for a mutual recognition of the State of Israel by the Arabs

and of Arab States by Israel, and the necessity for an end to the state of

belligerency and for freedom of navigation by all, that is, also for the

Israelis whose flags have been excluded from the Suez Canal for twenty years.
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Translated from French

THE ROAD TO AN HONOURABLE PEACE

"by Philippe Devillers

During the last four months the pressure to bring the war in Viet-Nam to

an end has assumed new proportions in the United States. It is now coming from

circles which have hitherto not questioned President Johnson's Asian policy.

The movement still seems, however, to be looking for a positive idea by which to

be guided.

To tell the truth, the thing that is deterring many Americans from taking a

stand against the war, the thing that is preventing a still very motley opposition

from merging and bringing decisive weight to bear in favour of peace, is the

absence of any clear idea of how to "come out of it honourably" and the confusion

of the problems resulting from a decade of propaganda and brain-washing.

Contrary to what the "hawks" contend, however, an honourable solution is

possible here and now. This possibility, which appeared (but was then turned

down) at the time of Ngo Dinh Diem's fall in November 1963) has become clearer

than ever since the announcement of the results of the South Viet-Namese

elections in September, and above' all since the publication of the new programme

of the National Liberation Front.

Before we go any further, let us consider exactly what the Viet-Namese

problem is today. World opinion is gradually hardening against any continuation

of the bombing of the North, which it regards as the main, if not the only,

obstacle in the way of the opening of negotiations between Washington and Hanoi.

But apparently no one has yet publicly discussed what would happen if President Johnson

agreed to stop the bombing or has analysed the nature and the limits of the

negotiations that might then be started.

It must be borne in mind that the subject of the dispute between Hanoi arid

Washington is South Viet-Nam, and South Viet-Nam alone. Since February 1965

American aircraft have been bombing the North in order to prevent it from

assisting the South Viet-Namese rebellion. What is Washington asking of Hanoi?

To "leave South Viet-Nam alone", to stop providing men and material to help to

overthrow the Saigon regime. What is Hanoi asking of the United States?
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Pirstly, to ease its attacks on the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, a sovereign

State, and secondly to stop intervening in the South for the purpose of keeping

a dictatorial regime of a neo-colonialist type in power.

Thus the urgent and immediate problems between Hanoi and Washington are

essentially military: how to create the conditions (once the bombing has been

stopped) for the restoration of peace in South Viet-Nam.

The chief problems that the Americans and the North Viet-Narnese might discuss

have already been mentioned here and there in speeches and articles. They are,

first and foremost, a commitment on the part of the United States to respect the

basic provisions of the Geneva Agreements, i.e. to evacuate South Viet-Nam within

a reasonable period and to let the South Viet-Namese decide their own future

freely; and, secondly, a similar commitment on the part of North Viet-Nam, which

in any case would be no more than a confirmation of statements it has already made

but which it has been unable to put into effect because of the lack of a corresponding

American commitment.

In practice, the two parties would soon find themselves discussing the problem

of reinforcements. Could they, in fact, keep the dialogue open without first

agreeing to stop sending any fresh troops until further notice? It would be

difficult to prepare the way for a possible cease-fire in the South without first

proving that no attempt is being made to force the issue.

It is hard to see how negotiations between Hanoi and Washington could go

much further at this first exploratory stage. The central problem in Viet-Nam is

certainly not that of Northern infiltration into the South, which Washington has

been using for the last two and a half years as a pretext for pounding the North.

The central problem is that of the real independence of South- Viet-Nam and the

representative character of its Government. It is obviously all too easy for

Hanoi to say that it is not for it to discuss that question. It is a question,

it says, for the South Viet-Namese themselves and, of course, for the Americans,

whose intervention in the South has obstructed the normal political evolution of.

that country. Hanoi considers that it is the National Liberation Front with

which the Americans will have to deal if they have really decided to discuss

peace in Viet-Nam in practical terms,

A..
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¥ashington, however, still regards the Front as an instrument of Hanoi and

it is therefore with Hanoi that the Johnson Administration means to "negotiate",

although there would "be "no difficulty", Mr. Rusk has said, about the Front

being represented in the conversations. In fact, what Washington wants to get

from Hanoi in the negotiations is (l) the halting of any more movements of

troops to the South and the rep_atrlati'Qn of all the "infiltrated" forces to the

North; (2) an order to the Front to halt the fighting; (j>] the liquidation or

dissolution of the Liberation Front; (4) a promise from Hanoi to respect the

political regime of Saigon. In short, a solution on the Korean lines, removing

all opposition from the South to the men approved by Washington. In fact, there

is still no question, either at Saigon or at Washington, of considering the

participation of the Front, as a political force, in the South Viet-Wamese

regime.

It has, however, been obvious for years that the Front is fundamentally a

force of the South and that it could never have survived the tremendous pressure

to which it is subjected without the support of a considerable part of the

population. ¥e know in France that the situation in the South is not mainly the

result of "aggression" from the Worth, as the Democratic Administration,

"brain-washed" by Wgo Dinh Diem, has tried, and is still trying, to make people

believe, but is the result of popular reaction to the perpetual scouring of the

countryside by the police and the army in search of former Viet-Minh. But in

Washington any discussion of the origin of the war soon turns into a dialogue in

which no one listens to anyone else.

Some new facts

Events in recent weeks,, however, indicate some rapprochement . in the

positions of the parties concerned, who, if they agree to see the facts as

they are, already have some factors available to them that would enable them

both to emerge quite honourably from the conflict.

Whatever may be asserted at Washington or Saigon, it can hardly be said

that the elections of 3 September have provided South Viet-Nam with a truly

A..
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representative government. Even If the figure of 5-85 million registered voters

is accepted for the areas actually held by Saigon, the Thieu-Ky ticket gained

only 35 per cent of the votes cast? which means that vith 1,639>000 votes they

actually "represent" less than 25 per cent of the possible electors (taking

into account the areas controlled by the Front). Moreover, all the liberal or

neutralist candidates, as also those of the Front, were excluded from the

election. Since k September the authorized candidates who were defeated,

together with their followers, have been denouncing the arbitrary, even

fraudulent, character of the election, although the Constituent Assembly, formed

by the generals, has pronounced it valid. The improperly elected generals are

nevertheless in a complete political impasse and can only contemplate, as has

General Thieu, the prospect of a long, a very long, war.

In publishing its new political programme (see Le Monde of 3 and 4 September)

at this particular moment, the National Liberation Front has established a new

fact of capital importance.

The self-determination of South Viet-Wam

This document, the full text of which has just been published in Paris,

shows the extent to which all South Viet-Namls domestic problems are now

dominated by the "patriotic war" and the needs of national resistance. It

points out that the American intervention endangers all classes, all strata

and all structures of South Viet-Namese society. That is why all the Viet-Namese

are uniting to achieve the complete liberation of the South from American

interference. The people of the South, says the Front, will fight on to the end,

until such time as independence has become a reality.

But the Front considers that the time has come to set forth the broad lines

of the regime which it is inviting all South Viet-Wamese to build together. This

programme of union, in fourteen paragraphs, covers practically all the problems

of domestic policy. ¥e shall draw attention to a few points that are of

particular significance in the light of a possible settlement.

It is a programme for South Viet-Wam and it is clearly drawn up from the

point of view of the South, although it states that "reunification will be brought

about gradually, by peaceful means, by negotiations between the two zones".
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'While firmly nationalist, it is not of an ideological nature and appeals to all

social classes and nationalities, all parties and religious groups, to prepare and

consolidate their union. It admittedly gives the peasants, who form the majority

of the population, a prominent part, but it gives the other classes assurances

with regard to private property (including capital goods), private initiative,

and political, economic and religious freedom. It invites the co-operation of

the army and the Saigon officials, •who, provided they do not collaborate with

the invader and do not commit any crimes, will easily fit in to the new regime.

Spokesmen for the Front have since pointed out that that policy will continue, for

the problem, they explain, is not to turn the South into a socialist State but

to secure its independence, rapid reconstruction and prosperity, which requires

the support of all patriots - the middle classes, industrialists and tradesmen

as well as peasants, workers and intellectuals.

¥ith regard to foreign policy, the programme again proposes a policy of

• independence and neutrality and co-operation with other Indo-Chinese States

(Cambodia, Laos and of course Worth Viet-Nam). It ho longer mentions the

Geneva Agreements.

The new, and most interesting, fact for the restoration of peace is that

the Front proposes a simple process for the establishment of this national

regime: "the holding of free elections, the truly democratic election of a

National Assembly by universal, equal, direct and secret suffrage" and "the

formation of a Government of national democratic union combining all the

forces that have contributed to national liberation".

Such a programme should be able to rally great support among the people of

the South.

The approval that Hanoi has given to this programme represents a major

concession on the part of the North (a concession granted back in 1958 but openly

confirmed today), in that it does not invoke the Geneva provisions with regard to

elections: it agrees that an independent and representative Southern regime should

be set up and that reunification should only come about with the agreement, freely

given, of Saigon and Hanoi. This concession brings the true problem - the

nature of the regime of the South - into the light of day and, together with

it, the road to an honourable peace.
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A "Bunker Plan" is -needed

The problem that will have to be solved, once the "bombing has been stopped

and the dialogue between Washington and Hanoi has started, is that of preparing

the way for peace in the South in order to bring about a cease-fire and agreement

on a lasting political reconstruction.

In that respect, the procedure which was proposed by the United States in

1962 and then adopted for the solution of the problem of West Irian (Indonesian

New Guinea) has just been most opportunely recalled. It is all the more interesting

in that it was the work of Mr. Ellsworth Bunker, the present representative of

the United States at Saigon, If a similar "Bunker Plan" were to be applied now

in South Viet-Nam (with the necessary adjustments), what would happen?

The present "authority of the zone" of Saigon (to use the terminology of

the Geneva Agreements) would provisionally hand over the authority it exercises

to a neutral international body, which in the case of Viet-Nam could be the

International Control Commission, acting on the special mandate of the two

Co-Chairmen, Soviet and British, of the Geneva Conference (who would first have

obtained, through diplomatic channels, the agreement of the other members of the

Conference). The International Control Commission, in consultation with the

various Viet-Namese parties, would then establish a provisional executive,

which would be instructed to: (l) enforce, under the supervision of the

International Control Commission, the cease-fire which had gone or was to go

into effect; (2) prepare for free general elections, which have already been

accepted in principle both by the Front and by Washington; (3) make the

necessary arrangements for the withdrawal, before the elections, of the

-American armed forces to a few non-urban coastal enclaves; (4) restore normal

economic trade between town and country; (5) hold elections for the National

Constituent Assembly; (6) transfer power, finally, to the Government resulting

from the election, after obtaining international recognition for it and after

concluding an agreement with the United States for the evacuation of the enclaves

or their transfer to Viet-Namese control.

The time-table for those various stages would be drawn up realistically,

in such a way as to avoid causing any humiliation to any of the parties, in

other words, so as to ensure that in no circumstances would there appear to be

victors or vanquished.

A-.
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Such a settlement would be in keeping with the repeated statements of the

American .Administration, which says that it wants an independent and democratic

South Viet-Nam where the will of the people can be clearly and freely expressed.

It would also meet the wishes of all those in the zone controlled by Saigon who

today are complaining about the gerrymandering of which they were apparently the

victims. Lastly, it would be in conformity with the objectives of the Front, whose

programme, now free of all ambiguity, offers the greatest prospect for an honourable

peace that has appeared in Viet-Nam since the beginning of the American intervention.

The advantages of a settlement of this type would be manifold. To begin with,

it would avoid the holding of a difficult international conference, at which it

is hard to imagine the Soviets and the Chinese sitting down at the same table.

The fact that Moscow and Peking have already given their warm approval to the

programme of the Front shows that the two giants of the Communist world already

accept the idea of an independent, democratic and neutral South Viet-Nam.

Secondly, such a settlement would spare the Americans the difficulties that direct

negotiation with the Front would entail for them.

It is quite obvious that such a peace, so ardently desired by all, would

inevitably mean the sacrifice of the interests and privileges of the little

Viet-Hamese group of "war lords", whose dream is to build, with American support,

a new Manchuko on the shores of the China Sea. Nor would it be welcomed by the

strategists who regard the bases of Da-Hang, Camranh and Tan-Son-Nhut as essential

links in the anti-Chinese cordon sanitaire. But this solution would have the

not inconsiderable merit of being in full conformity with the democratic tradition

of the United States and it would not in any way affect their basic strategic

position (with the bases in Thailand, the Philippines and Okinawa, their policy

of "containment" of China would in fact be as effective as ever). Lastly, it

would have the advantage of giving the United States an opportunity to emerge

from the tragic isolation into which the Democratic Administration's policy of

force has plunged it.

Ehilippe Devillers
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Paris, 27 October 1967

Malik/de Gaulle talks

Mr. Adam Malik, Foreign Minister of Indonesia, was received this

afternoon "by General de Gaulle ...

... Asked what was the substance of his discussions with de Gaulle

on Viet-Nam, Malik said: "On this question, there is no difference of

views between Indonesia and France. In order to find a solution to the

problem of Viet-Nam, there must not be intervention by external Powers.

As a first measure, bombardments must cease and discussions must start."
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¥ASH! POST, Friday, 27 October

The Sept. 20 story by Stan-
ley Karnow "Sihanouk Sees
Futility of Reliance on China"
calls for some specific com-
jnents on my part, and I
would appreciate your pre-
senting them to your readers.

1. Our difficulties w i t h
China come from a complete
change of attitude of that
country's government towards
ours. While Peking had chosen
to be our most respectful
friend, between 1956 -and 1966,
it has now for a year been act-
ing under the influence of the
cultural revplution, in quite a
different way, exporting mas-
sively "Maoism," not o n l y
with the Chinese living in
Cambodia, but with the
Khmers, particularly among
the youths. This intrusion in
our internal affairs is opposed
to the principles of co-exist-
ence of Bandung, which are
the only possible basis of a
Khmer-Chinese friendship. I
have therefore strongly de-
nounced this intrusion and
have taken strong measures to
have it stopped.

2. My country's policies are
not opportunist and we are ab-
solutely not looking for any
foreign help. As a matter of
fact, it is our habit to "help
ourselves" in all fields. All we
ask from our friends is to re-
spect our independence and
our sovereignty and to ac-
knowledge our present bor-
ders. We apply the invariable
law of reciprocity to all foreign
nations, big or small. In fact,
the treatment we give present-
ly to China, which behaves in
an unfriendly way towards
us, is the same we gave the
United States, which also tried,
with other means, to over-
throw our national regime.
With us, there^ &re no half-
and-half rules. 'We answer to
friendliness by friendliness, to

unfriendliness by unfriendli-
ness. If our relations with the
Soviet Union are excellent, for
instance, it's because that
country shows us respect and
consideration, and doesn't see
anything against our', regime.
But we don't ask at all from
the U.S.S.R. that if; protect us.
We want its esteem, that's all.
The same, naturally, from
France. Once again, we only
count on ourselves.

3. M. Chou En-lai's mes-
sage quoted by Mr. Karnow
was not only made public but
commented on by myself, in a
press conference. In Cambo-
dia, we hide nothing. Besides,
the New China agency is still
working in Phnom Penh; all we
have forbidden is the publica-
tion of its newsletter, which
was in fact mere propaganda,
calling for subversion and in-
surrection.

4. Finally, I have never "of-
fered", my country, after its in-
dependency, ,to the United
States "as the keystone in
an American-backed Southeast
Asian defense system." This
assertion is absolutely false.
On the contrary, ever since it
was created, I have refused
SEATO protection and I still
oppose any participation by
Cambodia in "regional" pacts
or treaties, invariably inspired
by the United States. This ab-
solute non-alignment doesn't
seem to hurt us and, although
our resources are small, we
certainly are in much better
shape than our neighbors,
aligned with the United States.
Of what value is a rain of dol-
lars and mighty allies, to-
gether with war with foreign-
ers or civil war, compared to
peace, unity, honor and dig-
nity?

NORODOM SIHANOUK,
Chief of state of Cambodia.

Phnom Penh.



by Sol Stern

X

NE OF THE GR^WVIERICAN delusions about Vietnam,
k shared even by many of official Washington's critics, -

is that the key to peace lies in Hanoi. For reasons of
political convenience America continues to ignore

its real "enemy"—the National Liberation Front. And yet,
despite the half million foreign troops ranged against it, despite
the substantial aid it is getting from the North, it is the Front,
alive and doing quite well on its own, which is confounding
the Pentagon.

The evidence, even from American sources, makes it quite
clear that it is the NLF which has managed to neutralize the
American military throughout most of South Vietnam and
frustrate the American and South Vietnamese- pacification —
efforts. In the face of the most massive military effort ever
conducted against a revolutionary movement, the NLF
infrastructure has actually become stronger and more deeply
entrenched in the villages of South Vietnam.

Thus, if there is ever to be peace in Vietnam, the U.S. will
eventually have to deal directly with the NLF on its own terms,
as if it, and not the Saigon generals, were the government of
South Vietnam. The.Front is extremely confident now that
that is exactly what will happen. That confidence was the
principal impression I gathered at the recent extraordinary
conference in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, attended by 41
assorted anti-war Americans and delegations from the NLF
and from North Vietnam. "*

That the Front was willing to involve itself in such close
contact with a diverse and undisciplined group of Americans
(none__of whom were members of the Communist Party or any
other Marxist sect) reHected~its~gTowing~sense of political^
assu'fancer1-^"

The NLF's-eigJikmember delegation was as important as
gany it has ever sent to an international conference. It marked

the~r!rirorrTcia1-aTid'pablic~coma"Ct theTront has had with any
American group.

It was a crucial time for the Front. Just prior to the opening
of the meeting with the Americans, it released its new political
program, an IS-page document that superseded and made
significant additions to the^egrligr program of 1960.

The new program had been adapted In the early part of
August at a special congress attended by 100 to 150 delegates
somewKere in NLF territory in South Vietnam. The NLF
released the new program on September 1, two days before the
Saigon government's elections. The new program was thus, in
some sense, the Front's political response to the attempts of
the Americans to obtain political legitimacy for the Thieu-Ky
regime through the elections. But the program also defined
alurnjng-jxiiatjn the warjor theJ^JLF.

As the NLFsaw it, trle^rrleTrcatrefcalation and the presence
of half a million foreign troops on South Vietnamese soil had
radically altered the nature of its struggle. Confident that they
had learned to cope with the "new war" which the Americans
had launched against them, the NLF were now ready to turn
the heavy Americanization of the war to political advantage.

The stalemate in the military field has allowed for a political
Jiarization; As the Front sees it, the political choices for the

peopfiroFSouth Vietnam are more clear now than at any
other time. Either you are with the Front, (either officially or
secretly) or yoTTIFe with the Americans. The South Vietnamese

=rATmy7^s~^nTT5f^ffi^eTelaTeT^utTt7?'has been relegated to
the job of being watchdogs for the Americans." "Third force"
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f groups, such as the Buddhists, are,J^he view, of the Front,
now incapable of any significant ac^mi as the result of the
Americanization of the war.

The new political program responds to the American take-
over by stressing far more than any previous Front document
the nationalist character of its struggle. It excludes any mention
of socialism. It gives detailed guarantees of the right of private
ownership of the means of production and of the right to own
land. And the program makes a broad appeal on nationalist
grounds to elements in the Saigon administration and Army
to make their private deals now with the Front.

PRECISE CLARIFICATION of the meaning of the new
program and of the Front's current posture was
offered to this reporter through an exclusive interview

-with the head of the NLF delegation, and a member
of its Central Committee, Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh. One of the
most important persons in the~NL> hier"arcny~a~nd a woman
of extraordinary presence and dignity, Mrs. Binh has been an
active revolutionary for half of her 40 years. For that activity,
she has spent a total of four years in the jails of Saigon, first
under the French and then under the Diem regime. Elected
to the Central Committee in 1962, when it consisted of only
35 members, she has been ajong-time associate of Nguyen Huu
Tho, chairmaiLQfjthe NLF. They worked together in the early
days of theTJiem regime in the Saigon peace movementjpefore
itJAas_^uppressed,.andjrhQ_was jailed. Earlier, Tho had been
her attorney when she was imprisonecTEy the French.

Mrs. Binh is one of the most traveled members of theCentral
Committee, having headed NLF delegations to Cairo, Peking,
Moscow, Indonesia and North Korea. She frequently moves
clandestinely in and out of South Vietnam and was in the
Saigon area earlier this year.

It is clear that Mrs. Binh speaks authoritatively for the
Front. She emphasized again, as she did officially at the con-
ference, that the key to the new political program is the new
role of the American military.

"There has been a change in the schemes of the U.S. govern-
ment," said Mrs. Binh, "and that change has had an effect on
the situation in the South. The direct participation of American
troops has helped the people in South Vietnam to better realize
than they could in the past the policies of the U.S. Even mem-
bers ofJhe-puppet-Arm-V- and_the puppet administration have
come to realize thatthspresent war is not in their own interests."

The current confidence of the Front must be seen against
the background of the strategic discussions that went on inside
its ranks earlier. It was in' 1964 that.Jhe_decision__was
apparently made to go over fifwh'at'NLF doctrine refers to as
the "armed struggle." In the earlier phases of the struggle
against the DiehTregime, the NLF had pinned their hopes on
what they called the '^general uprising"— an emphasis on
achieving victory througttjnass popular_revolts in the cities
and_a_guerrilla_y/ar pf_attrition in the countryside. The
decision to go over to a fuTPsaffe~mfIitary effort undoubt-
edly came in for some second guessing when the massive
U.S. military commitment began in 1965. And when the NLF

_ first had to confront the massive new American firepower,
.there might welTEave been somedemoralization. Many outside".

the NLF decision to "meet the~Srner-

of the American mil j|^ effort and managed to neutralize it. It
now appears to belie^that the U.S. commitment is actually
working to the NLF'
it to emerge as the only?orce in the country capable of standing
ujDjigainst foreign'domination.

When 1 asked Mrs. Binh whaTthe most important new ele-
ments in the program were, she replied: "There are many, but
the most significant amendments aim for the realization of a
policy of the broadest union possible to spearhead the struggle
against American aggiessfonTThe political program shows
concern about the interests of the puppet administration and
Army. It shows_them the way to join the Front. That is the
spirit that runs throughout the~program:l£L~

Previous NLF policy statements have always emphasized
their- desire to enter into aj^coajitign" government with other
forces in the country to achieve a government free of American

' influence. But there now seems to be a new approach toward
achieving broader unity. The most striking thing about the
new program is that the word "coalition" is not even used. In-
stead, there is merelya referenre~to setting up a nationalunion
democratic government." When I asked Mrs. Bmh about this
omission, she replied that it was merely a problem of the
English translation of the program. She said it should have
been rendered a "coalition government of a national and
democratic character."

Yet there is a sense in which the current NLF-appr-oach_Jo K ,
^coalition" has radically changed_._The current NLF
de-emphasizes the importance of other groups in Sout
Vietnam, such as the Buddhists. It had always been assumed
that the NLF would be willing to enter into direct negotiations
with such groups toward setting up a coalition government.
During the conference, however, Mrs. Binh referred tojjhe

• sorcalled moderate Bu ddhists_as "more and more discredited."
"E"ven the rnare_rm,litant 'Buddhists led fayThlc'h Tri Quang
were dismissed by Mrs. Binh in the following terms: "They
have more or less nationalist ideals, but they have private

ican military buildup bead-orTa1FHs~fatarrn7staTc"erNow, how-
Tis clearTHarthe FfontTeelsTrratit has 'met the brunt

ambitions and in their l™e of struggle_They
se the American aggression. Instead,

cTEuild a third force.'Dut tney
they can't build any force."

In private, Mrs. Binh elaborated on this point oy suggesting,
in effect, that any nationalist groups or ^hmlfaDces" with
whom the Front might once have consiffe^elTmsaissing a
coalition government have now either been suppressed or
rendered irrelevant by the American involvement. "We do
hope," said Mrs. Binh, "there are forces outside the Front and
still inside the enemy machine who will realize the light and
seek joint efforts with us. There have been some who we have
had joint efforts with. But their forces are not well organized."

.With the emphasis of the program on secret arrangements
with the "puppet Army," it seems that the Front has moved
away from the notion of a coalition government reached
through direct negotiations between the Front and other
powerful organized groups. Instead, the Front seems to be
embarked on a course of trying to create a broad working
coalition secretly and quiesly while the fighting is still going
on, incorporating new elements directly into the Front strut?"
ture. This is reinforced by the information passed_on by
Mrs. Binh'that the Front has recently filled about four or five
of the seats on Ihp. Central nnmmittpp that it rias always

new groups. Mrs. Binh also revealed Ihai
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Athe rJ^sidium of the Central Cornmi^^of the Front held_
enlarged sessions last May to make an Sessment of the *'dry
season" campaign, and that new people outside the Front
were invited to several special sessions. Mrs. Binh mentioned
in particular that several non-Front inteUectyak-irQnxSaigon
had participated. "In general," said Mrs. Binh, "in the cities
there are loose organizations of people who may approve of
the political program of the Front but who are not on any
committee of the Front. However_they-are-now-beingjnvited
.to take part in discussions withthe Central Committee."7"

I~asRedTvlrs. Biffi~wfiaT"w5uld be the concrete process
leading from the discussions it is now holding to the creation of
the broad national government which is its goal. She replied:
"Before the setting up of a government of broad national unity,
there must be a^rovisjonaT"g.oyemmerit. Uujr goal is to have"

^a governmenTTrSTgerluinely represemsthe whole people. Such >
a government qould_j3e established_onTy in conditions of a _
peacefuyiGuthuVjeiaarn. In conditions of war, if a government
is to be established.its representativeness has limits. Therefore,'
it is necessary to have a provisional government."

JHUS IT is CLEAR that the Front, together with other
elements, keeps_flpen tHe^Qptinn nF ( j ^ r l a r i n p j t f a^

at some time in the~future,
evea-white-th^ngnting is going on. It is not clear

whether any such plan is in the works now, but in some respects
the Front has recently^been acting a little, more like t\ ^nverTT-
meht. For example, earlier this year the NLF representative

""uTGufioodia was granted full diplomatic status. And at about
the safneTJmertae Nib exchanged ambassadors with Cuba. I
wasTtoM" at the conlerence-lhal the ^Cuban_arnbassador is

— actually somewhere inside NLF-eeatFolledltenitory in South
Vietnam. «

Perhaps it is this increasing political confidence in its own
legitimacy that allowed Mrs. Binh~To~acknowl«dge_fojJthe
first tune in general terms that the NLF is getting support from
the North. Mrs. Binh had this to say about the question: "We
think the people of South Vietnam should be the main [my
emphasis] force to settle their problems. However we think
it is our legitimate right to receive assistance of any kind from
North Vietnam, including volunteers. In the face of aggression
from the U.S. which gets help from 12 countries, it is our
legitimate right to ask for
NoTtfrandToln«oirn

_
_ " i n c l u d i n g military assistance. A s

to the nature bf that assistance, you know we are~af\var and
right now we can't tell you specifically." .

In the light of the statement of help from the North, it is
important that the new program speaks of negotiations leading
to eventual reunification with the North "without any pressure
fromeither side." Mrs. Binh emphasized that despite trie
strong" "feeling for national reunification in both North and
South, there would be many practical problems to be over-
come and the process could take many years.

The only serious question that the Front's political program
does npt deal with is the question of negotiations with the

icans. The NLF~has never indicated officially that it
atsucTTnegotiations. Thus there is a widespread view that

the NLF position is intransigent and that they seek only a
jrulitary victory over the U.S. But Mrs. Binh made the follow-
ing statement categorically: "Wejton't speak of a military
victory. We say that afterthe liberation of Vietnam we will seTt

up a broad national gofl^Rnent.
The term "KberatioH^MsHrfearly broad enough to include

many different processes, including one that leads to a political
settlement of the war through direct negotiations with the
Americans. The Front will never officially talk about the
possibility of these negotiations at this time because to do so
when the U.S. does not even recognize its existence, and at a
time when the U.S. continues to escalate in the South, would
be to concede in advance that the U.S. military strategy has
forced NLF concessions. It would be an admission of weakness
that would further encourage the hawks in Washington. "There
is no point in discussing conferences while the war js=bejrig__
intensified," said Mrs. Binh. "Holding a conference is not a
problem for us only. It is a matter for others, too. But the
U.S. still ignores the Front."

However, Mrs. Binh gave the very strong impressionjiiat
_prior withdrawal of U.S. troops was not a condition for
negotiations. What definitely seem to be prior NLF conditions
are rTfEecognition of the Frojit, and 2) some sort of ceasefire

Jn_tb° S"vthT Th"r" ™?i* ? '•'<""• implication that if these two
conditions could be met, the NLF would participate in a
conference.

"There has been a settlement to the previous war," said
Mrs. Binh. "I don't think it is imnnssjhltvfp •>?tt|p f frc pmhlf»m<;
gfjhe_gres£Qlwar.. DTb you everJiear of the^French complaining
about the settlernenj_of;the_previous_war? We consider our-
selves people who know fair play. We are intransigent only as
far as independence is concerned."

In the meantime, Mrs. Binh made it clear that the NLF
supported the January 28 statement of North Vietnam that if
the U.S. unconditionally and permanently stopped the bomb-
ing of the North, the North would come to the conference
table. Mrs. Binh said, "We would welcome the end of bombing
of the DRV (Democratic Republic of Vietnam). If there could
be negotiations between the U.S. and the DRV, we would
welcome the goodwill of the government of the DRV."

.Of course, the NLF and the DRV continue to insist that
there can be no discussions of the situation in the South, except
with the Front having the "decisive voice." One possible
scenario that would be acceptable to the Front might go some-
thing like this:

The U.S.̂  unconditionally stops the bombing of the North.
Jjflks begin between the NortrTand the U.S. These talks lead
to a ceasefire in the South and a recognition bf the Front by

.the U.S. The Front is then brought into the negotiations to
deal directly with the U.S. on the question of withdrawal of
U.S. troops. The withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops
could be tied to a staged U.S. troop withdrawal from the South.

If all of this seems somewhat unrealistic, it is only because an
unreal political climate in the U.S. has made it so. Unfor-
tunately, many Americans, even in the anti-war movement,
continue to delude themselves about halfway "compromise"
solutions that will allow some American presence in Vietnam.
It is as if the American slaughter of the Vietnamese has given
the U.S. some special prerogatives in that country. But for the

• Vietnamese who are willing to die for it, the principle of
withdrawal of all foreign troops is the only reality. And if the
only problem for the U.S. is saving face.'a remark Mrs. Binh
made to me bears on that. "If Johnson wants to withdraw the
troops," she said, "we will make it very easy for him."
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V

AFP-025

Phnom Penh, 30 October 1967

cc: \/The Secretary-General
Dr. Bunche
Mr. Warasimhan
Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Since 16 October last, the South Vietnamese Government has

forbidden all boats to enter or leave Cambodia by the Mekong

River, it was officially announced in Phnom Penh.

The Government of Cambodia is ready to protest the closure

of the Mekong - an international waterway - an act which greatly

interferes with the supplying of the city.
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CONFIDENTIAL

50 October 1967
ALD/ksn

Comments on PSCA note entitled "Proposal in connexion with a Christmas

Truce in Viet-Nam"

1. By stating in paragraph 1 that "in 1965 and 1966, /"the Christinas truce_/

provided the opportunity for diplomatic action resulting in bombing pauses and

further explorations of the true position of the parties", the note somewhat

exaggerates the significance of the Christmas truce as well as that of the New

Year and T§t brief cease-fire periods which have been unilaterally proclaimed

by the parties in recent years.

At the end of 1965, the United States launched a major diplomatic offensive

while suspending the bombardments of North Viet-Nam between Christmas eve and

1 February. However, it is submitted that the diplomatic manoeuvres which took

place during that period owed little to the Christmas truce which served as a

pretext to open the suspension of bombardments. (Incidentally, Christmas has

far less significance for the majority of Vietnamese than the T§t festival in

early February.) Having completed a first phase of its military build-up, the

United States found it to its advantage to undertake at that time these

diplomatic moves in order to find out whether it could successfully open the

negotiations which it had rejected only nine months earlier.

Concerning the round of talks that took place in London during the Te*t

six-day cease-fire of February 1967 involving Premier Kosygin and Prime Minister

Wilson, it vas the outcome not of the truce but of the proclamation a few days

before (28 January) of the new position of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam

concerning peace talks. These discussions would probably have taken place

anyway, whether or not there had been a truce at that particular time.

2. The note, in paragraph 2, rightly points out that both sides have sought

to derive secondary benefits from past cease-fires. In view of the circumstances,

it is hardly surprising. For the WFLSVN (the only one to proclaim cease-fire

since it is the only one officially involved in the war in the South), these

brief truces have a certain advantage in the political field, provided it does
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not involve a prolonged cease-fire which might result in a drop in energy and

aggressiveness of its fighters and a dangerous respite for the enemy. For the

DRVN and the United States, the consequence of a suspension of the bombardments

of the Worth is the dominant factor to consider and the United States has shown

no enthusiasm for extended unobserved cease-fires for fear that the DRVW might

use it for large resupply operations. (For example, the eight-day T6t cease-

fire proclaimed by the WFLSVW in February was reduced to four days and then

extended to six days only by the United States command.)

Of course, the United States would be happy to exchange a suspension of the

bombing for a prolonged supervised cease-fire in the South accompanied by

negotiations. This has been the United States' position all along, and one which

the DRVW and the WFLSVN have opposed very firmly. This is not the place to

review the reasons for this opposition: it goes to the heart of the conflict.

For the NFLSVW and the DRVW, such a supervised cease-fire would simply prove a

formula for an unlimited installation of the United States in South Viet-Wam.

They cannot envisage it unless the Americans undertake solemnly to leave South

Viet-Wam and prove their good faith by accepting certain risks (in particular,

that of a suspension of the bombing).

3. This being the position of the parties, the proposal described in the

PSCA paper tends to vindicate the position of one side and has therefore but

little chance to be envisaged by the other. It might damage the reputation of

impartiality of whoever would advance it. Either the proposal is impractical -

past unobserved cease-fires have lasted a maximum of six days which leaves no

time for even a minimum deployment of the required personnel - or the proposal

aims at suggesting ICC supervision of a longer cease-fire, but this is precisely

what the WFLSVW and the DRVW object to. In addition, such an extension of the

ICC role as advanced by the author of the paper could not be decided without

enlarging the terms of reference of the ICC. It is easy to foresee that, under

the circumstances, the agreement of the Geneva Powers to such an extension could

not be obtained.

4. There has been too much ambiguity in the past around the question of special

holiday cease-fires. It is submitted that there are certain grave risks in
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trying to attach too much significance to the Christmas, New Year and T6t

truces. The author of the paper has pointed out that after the resumption

of the fighting in 1966 and 1967 the ensuing casualties were larger than

before. He might as well have noted that these cease-fires were also

preceded by periods of rising military activities and casualties. This

happened in December 1966 (bombardments of Hanoi around the middle of the

month) and one may wonder whether we are not now witnessing the same occurrence.
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Note on Hanoits negotiating position

In his statement of 7 November 1967 on the occasion of the celebration

at the USSR Embassy in Hanoi of the 50th anniversary of the October Revolution,

Premier Pham Van Dong made the following statement on the settlement of the

Viet-Nam conflict:

"The basis to settle the Viet-Nam problem is the four-point
stand of the DRW Government and the political programme of the
NFLSW, the only genuine representative of the South Vietnamese
people. The statement of 28 January 1967 of the DRW Foreign
Minister, Nguyen Duy Trinh, embodies the rightful claims of the
Vietnamese people. Enjoying the ever stronger and broader
internationalist support of the world*s people and the progressive
forces in the United States, this statement is becoming a force
driving the U.S. ruling circles to the wall, demanding that if they
really want to talk with the DRW they must act on the 28 January
statement. There is no alternative..."

This reiteration of Hanoi's negotiating position at this time and in these

terms may be significant for the following reasons:

1. Contrary to certain recent reports alleging that a change had taken

place in the DRW*s position to the extent that it no longer considered an

end of the bombing to be a preliminary step for peace talks, there is nothing

to indicate that Hanoi no longer feels bound by the terms of the offer of

peace talks it made in the 28 January statement of Foreign Minister Nguyen

Duy Trinh.

2. Indeed, this statement is reaffirmed in a language which vigorously

defends this position ("The statement of 28 January ... embodies the rightful

claims of the Vietnamese people ... This statement is becoming a force driving

the U.S. ruling circles to the wall"). However, one may wonder if this part

of Premier Pham Van Dong*s speech was not intended primarily for Communist

audiences where the position of the DRW may be assumed to be the subject of

continuing discussion.

5. It may not be impossible to imagine that, should a movement towards

a stabilization in China be confirmed, the DRW would be undergreater pressure

to stiffen the terms of its negotiating position since China is said to have had

little enthusiasm for the 28 January statement of Nguyen Duy Trinh.
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AFP-035
Vientiane, 31 October 1967

"We do not want any vail, any line vhich would divide Laos and

which would irreversibly consecrate a division of the country,"

Prince Souvanna Phouma declared yesterday before his departure for

Australia where he will make an official visit.

The Prince made this reply to a question on the possible

prolongation in Laos of the "McNaraara line". The Government of Laos

has always been opposed to anything which might "result in the division

of the country", added the Prince.

Mentioning the Viet-Nam conflict, Prince Souvanna Phouma said

that he did not see the possibility of an early settlement to the

Southeast Asia problem. In any event, "the army and the air force

(Laotian) continually survey and occasionally bomb the Ho Chi Minh

trail," stated the Prince.

When questioned about the situation in Laos which the Prime

Minister of Thailand recently called "very grave", Prince Souvanna

Phouma answered: "The situation is grave but there is no danger of

a collapse of the Royal armed forces which stand well against the

attack of the Pathet Lao and Worth Vietnamese." The Prince recalled

that, by virtue of the Geneva Agreement signed in 1962 which guaranteed

the neutrality of Laos, there was no question of Thai troops aiding

Laotian soldiers in their struggle against the Pathet Lao.
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cc: /The Secretary-General
Mr. Narasimhan

AFP 117-A-B

Washington, 21 December 1967

The American military staff is seriously studying the possibility

of applying the right of pursuit to Cambodia and Laos; this would, in

effect, lift the taboos on the two "sanctuaries" used by the forces of

North Viet-Nam and the Viet Cong. Yet the Johnson administration, it

is learned from a reliable source, hesitates to authorize the implementation

of such a grave measure which could give rise to considerable complications

on the international level and which, more particularly, might cause a

permanent rupture between Washington and the Khmer Government.

* • • *

.... In view of the coming elections, the Chief Executive leans,

at the present time, toward the side of the "hawks" and everything points

to the belief that, within certain limitations, he will proceed to new

escalations in the months which will precede the November 1968 elections.

But he must at the same time furnish the "doves" with some token of his

good faith. Observers emphasize the fact that the President has just

recommended opening talks between Saigon and the National Liberation

Front. This recommendation, they say, could be the token given to the

moderates in anticipation of a military decision as grave as the authorization

of the right of pursuit.

(Francis Lara)
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Riposte

by Bernard-Joseph Cabanes

Hanoi, 1 November (AFP). ¥e hit back even harder than before - that, in

essence, is the response of the North Vietnamese and the National Liberation

Front (FLN) to the United States raids on Hanoi, described by the North Vietnamese

Government as "an extremely grave escalation of the war of destruction against

North Viet-Nam".

In its statement on the raids, published yesterday, the Government said

the army and people of both North and South Viet-Nam were more determined than

ever "to strike truly hard, truly accurate blows at the enemy in his most

sensitive areas, so as to punish the crimes committed against Hanoi".

The FLN, meanwhile, in a letter from its leader, Nguyen Hu Tho, to North

Vietnamese President Ho Chi Minh, said that to avenge their Northern compatriots,

the fighters in the South "are determined to strike blows five and ten times as

heavy".

The joint publication here of the two documents is revealing: it shows that

Hanoi's often-stated determination not to yield to bombing has only been strengthened

by the recent raids.

Never, since raids against Hanoi began on June 29, 1966, has such a heavy

tonnage of bombs fallen on the capital as during last week and never have so many

U.S. aircraft penetrated Hanoi's airspace.

Although the weekend brought a cutback in U.S. air activity, it was made up

for by an increase of night raids which keeps the city under pressure and in a

state of tension.

This is not negotiation time. Moreover, the two statements do not even mention

negotiations, which does not mean that these have been definitely rejected.

It means that Hanoi has one thing uppermost in mind: to fight even harder

than before.

A..
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Observers here consider the Government's statement that the Americans

are going to be attacked in their "most sensitive areas" as a thinly-veiled

announcement of attacks against military bases and depots in South Viet-Nam.

On the threshold of the 1967-68 dry season, the Worth Vietnamese say

their military potential is higher than one might think and consider themselves

ready to step their war effort up further.

In the manpower area alone, North Viet-NamTs resources would seem far from

exhausted. Trips up-country show that even in the most remote villages there

are still plenty of men.

As for aid in military equipment from other Socialist countries, the

observers' view is that the bombing of Haiphong does not repeat not seem to

have had any major detrimental effect, because much more of the aid comes by

land than by sea.

The fact however remains that there are more and more ruined buildings,

the people are being called on to make increasingly greater efforts and the

country is sinking deeper and deeper into war.

The military side of the North Vietnamese statement is coupled with several

"political" paragraphs in which Hanoi calls"on, in sequence, first the Governments

of the "brother" Socialist nations, then the leaders of other countries and

finally"all organizations and all persons "who fight for peace, liberty and

justice to raise high their voices and act firmly to stay the hand of the

American imperialist aggressors against Viet-Nam".

The appeal is not a new one, but what gives it a certain relative importance

for the other Socialist countries is that it was brought about by direct attacks

against the capital of a Socialist country. It is a far cry from the days when

Communist diplomats based here considered it "unthinkable" that Hanoi could be

bombed.

The importance of the North Vietnamese delegation just sent to Moscow for

the 50th anniversary celebrations has in these circumstances drawn a lot of

attention. The party is represented by First Secretary Le Duan, the army by

its leader, General Vo Nguyen Giap. and diplomacy by Foreign Minister Nguyen

Duy Trinh.

Observers are convinced that this delegation will not repeat not just take

part in the anniversary celebrations but will also bring up with the Soviet leaders

all the aspects of the growing American pressure on Hanoi.
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London, 6 November 1967

cc: The Secretary-General
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Cambodia has recalled its Charge1 d'Affaires to London, Mr. Phno Bopin,

following a decision by Prince Norodom Sihanouk to withdraw Cambodian

diplomatic missions from countries which do not recognize the present borders

of Cambodia, it was learned in London from an authorized British source.

The Cambodian Embassy in London is headed by an attacĥ  who will remain

at his post until 15 January, a date set by the Khmer Chief of State in order

for the countries in question to state their positions on the recognition of

the Cambodian frontiers.

At Whitehall, it is emphasized that there is no question of a break in

diplomatic relations between the two countries since Great Britain's Embassy

in Phnom Penh continues to function. On the other hand, it is recalled that

London had reaffirmed in 1965 its opposition to any modification by force of

the Cambodian frontiers.

Great Britain, however, believes that, because of the territorial demands

made by Thailand and South Viet-Nam and because of the position of Laos which

has never recognized the sovereignty of Cambodia over the totality of its

territory, it would scarcely be appropriate for a foreign Power to take part

in a dispute which concerns Cambodia and its neighbours.
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AFP-05

Phnom Penh, 8 November 1967

Three dead and 12 wounded were left following a 29 October rebel

attack by "free Khmers", based in Thailand and, according to witnesses,

led by "three or four white counsellors", on a Cambodian post situated

ten kilometres to the interior of the Khmer frontier, it was learned

today from a non-official source in the Cambodian capital.

The attack had been preceded by violent mortar shelling.

According to certain indications in Saigon, the aggressors would have

been Cambodians from South Viet-Nam grouped in commandos of "special

forces" under American command and recently transported by plane from

South Viet-Nam to Thailand. The same Saigon source indicated that these

commandos participate equally in battles against the Vietnamese guerillas

operating in the northwest region of Thailand. The "free Khmers" do not

have, it seems, any "base in Cambodia". Several of their camps have been

spotted in Thailand where the rebels withdraw after each strike.
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by Frangois Pelou

Phnom Penh, 8 November 1967.

A charmed Prince Norodom Sihanouk bade Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy farewell

today at the close of her private six-day visit to Cambodia, and then declared

ruefully that there was nothing charming about the present foreign policy of

the United States.

The Cambodian Head of State held an informal news conference at Potchentong

Airport as the U.S. Army DC-̂  taking Mrs. Kennedy to Bangkok faded out of sight

with its escort of two Cambodian Air Force MIG fighters.

Mrs. Kennedy was perfectly charming, the Prince told journalists. Immediately

he was asked whether this charm could help bring about a rapprochement with the

United States.

"Unfortunately, the present policy of the United States has not the slightest

charm for us," he replied.

Prince Norodom disclosed that certain official questions had been discussed

with the widow of the late President John F. Kennedy, though, except for the matter

of Americans held by the Viet Cong or Worth Viet-Nam, he declined to give any

details.

He did say, however, that he had explained his views on Viet-Nam to Mrs.

Kennedy, telling her he felt peace could come through the cessation of the

bombing of North Viet-Nam and the withdrawal of American troops from South Viet-Nam.

He added that he was ready to act as a mediator but that "they / the United

States_7 don't want me Therefore, he said, there was no question of his

taking any initiative, "though I am always ready to serve the cause of peace and

friendship".

Prince Norodom indicated that Mrs. Kennedy had questioned him about American

flyers being held by North Viet-Nam. He said he felt they would not be freed

until the hostilities ended.
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"They cannot release these prisoners because a gesture of this kind

could be interpreted as an encouragement to the continuation of bombing and

they consider these pilots as war criminals," he added.

The prisoner question, he said, was the only political question he and

Mrs. Kennedy discussed in any detail.


